Actic
Nederland

www.actic.nl

Actic is a successful (street) theater group that has been playing for almost 8 years in the
(inter) national street theater circuit. They created a number of successful acts, including the Pacific
Fanfare, the Urban Safari the World's Sallest Escape Room and Kiddy Ride Police Patrol . They can
be seen every season in their own coutry and abroad with a number of their shows. They play a
season of on average about 60 gigs.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Canta XL
1:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The Canta luxury is the old well-known 45km / h trolley that can
also be used on the cycle path. For this installation 2
participants take place in the Canta XL, the belts go around and
the tomtom is activated. You hear on the TomTom: 'try to turn
around'. As soon as participants turn the steering wheel to the
right, the Canta XL starts to tilt in the background with a
fairground sound and turns it axis. In this way, participants in
the Canta are hanging upside down like a chicken on the spit.

At the moment when the hair and eyelids hang up, a picture is
taken of the occupants. One continues on the steering wheel
and the Canta XL comes again
upright. The tomtom sounds: 'destination reached', after which
participants can step out safely again. A receipt with a unique
code rolls out of the dashboard. By filling in this code on the
website, participants can easily download their photo.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

15/2 Canta XL
15/2 Canta XL
15/2 Canta XL

01:30 h
01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

15/2 Canta XL
15/2 Canta XL
15/2 Canta XL

01:30 h
01:30 h
01:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

N/1 Canta XL
N/1 Canta XL
N/1 Canta XL

01:30 h
01:30 h
01:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

N/1 Canta XL
N/1 Canta XL
N/1 Canta XL

01:30 h
01:30 h
01:30 h

Amoukanama
Guinea

www.amoukanama.org

Nathalie and Alseny got to know each other during the rehearsals of the Tagadart show in France.
Nathalie is bio-engineer and horse artist. She got into acrobatics thanks to Alseny. Together they
traveled to Guinea Conakry to train with friends of Alseny and eventually to establish Amoukanama
Circus. After the birth of their daughter, they decided to portray the core of their story in an acrobatic
duo. You can see two people looking for connection in a world that does not always bring them
together. They try to overwin their fears by confronting each other with it. It’s about two people who
are opposites in many aspects, but who find each other through bodylanguage. Two people, two
cultures, two languages… and their search for connection, happiness and freedom in a world of
change …
Amoukanama actually means ‘if it not breaks, it always exists’. The group of Guinean acrobats
gathered in Belgium, but hey all grew up in Conakry. They all dealed with a though life. By being
artists, they want to share their energy and wisdom with the public.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Duo Limaniya
0:22 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Nathalie and Alseny bring a story of acrobatics, hand to hand
and dance. Toghether they discover the spectrum without
letting each other go. Sometimes the rhythm is high, sometimes
rather low. Sometimes we find tenderness, sometimes it’s more
about passion. Accompanied by live percussion and music
from West Africa.

Amoukanama Travels
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A dynamic acrobatic act.with human pyramids, dance, hand on
hand and live percussion.
The energy of the acrobats and the rhythm of the musicians
take people into a world of tumbling and pyramids. The
acrobats want to show that courage and generosity always offer
a solution. Despite cultural differences, we are always
connected by our human emotions.
(Because of problems with the visa, this group can not be on
time in Belgium.)

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h

4/2 Duo Limaniya

00:22 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h

4/2 Duo Limaniya

00:22 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h

E/2 Duo Limaniya

00:22 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h

E/2 Duo Limaniya

00:22 h

Audrey Dero en Griet Herssens
België

www.grietherssens.be

www.audreydero.be

Audrey Dero graduated from the Brussels theater school INSAS. She brings visual projects that mix
objects and body manipulations. She collects different materials and techniques to bring a visual
story. She also investigates the concept of 'landscape body', a body that is used as a theater print.
She works with intimate settings, with small numbers of spectators and she often integrates them in
the show. Recently she worked in the Kopergietery in Ghent, where she created the show 'Lost / Lost
/ Lost' with Christine Verheyden, which is played in libraries. She plays in the 201892019 season in
the show "Far too much too much" ('Tropdetrop') directed by Johan De Smet.
Griet Herssens initially started out as a costume designer, but her work evolved more and more
towards scenography and creating objects for visual theater. She often collaborates with theater
companies and recently worked on several creations for Kopergietery (BE) and Ultima Thule (BE).
With her previous company Meandertaal she created 'Paper Cuts'. Then she made her first solo
creation with 'Bruno', a surrealistic pop-up performance for a small audience. In 2016 Audrey Dero
started working en ‘Trip Tout Petit’ was born.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Trip tout petit
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A booking office for small intimate day-dream trips
Two girls take you to a self-chosen destination. An intimate and
visual journey in a nutshell that always starts from the available
office supplies. Through inventive object theater and even
surprises in the ladies' uniforms, these mini explorations are
shaped
one day-dream trip takes 15 minutes per group (4 hours game /
day) - 1-8 people - for everyone from 4 year

Check-in: * welcome * every traveler gets sound protection
(headset) * menu * choice of trip * ticket * check-in luggage
Transit zone: while your luggage travels to its destination, wait
for boarding
Boarding * Trip tout petit: ready for departure ... your daydream-trip starts at the table * under your eyes * in your palm

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

20:15 h

4/3 Trip tout petit

02:00 h

14:30 h
17:30 h

4/3 Trip tout petit
4/3 Trip tout petit

02:00 h
02:00 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

E/3 Trip tout petit

02:00 h

14:30 h
17:30 h

E/3 Trip tout petit
E/3 Trip tout petit

02:00 h
02:00 h

Autoportante Company
Italië

www.autoportante.it

Created in 2013 in Turin by two students of Vertigo Circus School, Cia. Autoportante is formed by the
equilibrists of the tihghwire Edvige Ungaro e Damian Elencwajg. The “Fuori al naturale” show born
as the result of month of training and research, but above all as a consequence of a deeper
knowledge of the other. After an initial tour in southern and central Italy, the company works now at
festivals and events in Europe and South America devoting part of their time also to teach.
Ungaro Emma Edvige: Federal Instructor on Rhythmic gym, pizzica (Salentine traditional dance)
dancer and fire techniques. Artist of contemporary circus, specialized in tightwire. Graduated in 2012
at Cirko Vertigo School (Torino, Italy), specialized in tightwire and perfectionated with Sanja
Konsonen, Nathalie Good, Lucas Bergandi and Sarah Schwarz. Cofounded with Damián Elencwajg
the Cia. Autoportante Company in 2013, performing in Italy, Portugal and Argentina.
Damian Elencwajg: approaches circus after being fired from his office work. He begins to study in a
circus school, while continuing his universitary career. After graduation he decided to priorize his
artistic activity, devoting himself exclusively to training and circus performance. After an intensive
stage of 3 months at the National School for Arts of the Circus at Rosny Sous Bois (ENACR) in Paris,
and afterwards in Barcelona, he enters the Cirko Vertigo School in Italy.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Fuori al naturale
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The spectacle tells about a story of love and (un)balance. It
talks about the routine of a couple, at the begining of their day,
of a man and a women that, at diferent rythms, get themselfs
ready for life. She is brisk and active, he more naughty than
witty. They meet and remain apart in a wordly but magic world.
He will invite her to his world, they meet each other and they fall
in love on the wire, in a space parallel to reality, where the
strenght and the will to be together will keep them on balance.

Looking firmly forward, they will show us that always could be
somebody beside us ready to help us and to walk along part of
the way with us, even in a world completely outside reality.
And, as every old story, this one has also a beginning and an
end. Usually, the hero and the heroine, after passing through all
the adventures, they die or get married; between the
unavoidance of death and the contiunity of life, we always
chose the second option, allowing at the same time new
spectators to enjoy the story.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

17/1 Fuori al naturale
17/1 Fuori al naturale

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

17/1 Fuori al naturale
17/1 Fuori al naturale

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

P/1 Fuori al naturale
P/1 Fuori al naturale

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

P/1 Fuori al naturale
P/1 Fuori al naturale

00:35 h
00:35 h

Bolwerk
België

www.bolwerk.be

Bolwerk loves to create. Wondering and meeting are keywords in each of their creations.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

EMMA – de kleine reuzin
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Emma discovers the city and endears the hearts of residents
and visitors.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
18:45 h

1/2 EMMA – de kleine reuzin
21/1 EMMA – de kleine reuzin
3/3 EMMA – de kleine reuzin

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h

16 EMMA – de kleine reuzin

00:45 h

19:00 h

4 EMMA – de kleine reuzin

00:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Bucraá Circus
Spanje

Bucraá Circus is a company created in the beginning 2018 for Pau Palaus and Fernando Villella, after
a social circus expedition in the refugee camps of Tindous (saharaui people). A clown and gestural
theatre company.
There, in the refugee camps, we have been playing and performing together a lot, and we discover
something that it's difficult that happens, it was really easy and beautiful work together.
Now, we are close to make the premier of our first and new show, "El Gran Final".

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

El Gran Final
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
"El Gran Final" aims to be a tragicomedy that bases its essence
on the reunion of two clowns who had to be separated, many
years ago, by the outbreak of a civil war. This war interrupts
their last function just before of "El Gran Final".
The conflict forces them to take different paths.It is now, after
almost 30 years, infinite steps, a constant struggle for survival
and aging bodies when they meet and decide to finish their
Grand final.

A tribute to one of the most beautiful trades in the world; be a
clown. Feel to create a dialogue with the audience from the
emotions, where the words unnecessary.
An imaginary that clowns of all times have left in our memory.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h

5/1 El Gran Final

00:50 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

5/1 El Gran Final

00:50 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h

A/2 El Gran Final

00:50 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

A/2 El Gran Final

00:50 h

Charles&Tang Straattheaterkollectiv
België

www.charlesentang.be

https://stefaandhondt.wixsite.
com/curioso-elevante

Charles & Tang is a theater collective that consists of 4 gentlemen. The cradle of this group is in East
Ethnia, their local base is Aalst. While Charles & Tang was mainly active in the field of the popular
sciences in the past, this time he ventures into a magic show in the best Eastern Ethnic tradition.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Fragila
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Fràgila is pure theater on the street with a cardboard box as the
only attribute. Out of this box, the complete performance
appears and disappears: Houdini meets Pandora. Fràgila is a
performance that surprises young and old with a mysterious
beginning and an even more mysterious abrupt ending. Humor
and magic, packed in one box.
duration: 40 minutes

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

14/1 Fragila
14/1 Fragila

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

14/1 Fragila
14/1 Fragila

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Cia. Balusca
Spanje

http://www.balusca.com

Balusca is a Catalan circus company specialized in teeterboard discipline and balancing hand in
hand. Marc Muñoz and Núria Puig have worked together since 2006 and, after years of collaboration
in a multitude of unique projects, they decided to show their shared visión, RAR.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

RAR
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two dark and brazen characters coexist in a world destroyed by
toxic lies. The quest for survival will lead them to discover that
there is life beyond their binary universe.
Raised in solitude, between rubble and sparks, we see a very
endearing and amusing human background.
Always confronted, they maintain an eternal discussion, but,
like the opposite poles, they attract each other.
A circus performance with a lot of personality, without text, with
a mixture of emotional and disturbing images

This performance comes from the discovery of charismatic
charracters that show us something dark, yet quite luminiscent
and near to humanity: the peculiar.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h

6/1 RAR

00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

6/1 RAR

00:45 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h

D/1 RAR

00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

D/1 RAR

00:45 h

Cie Curupira
Frankrijk

http://www.solangelima.
com/en/shows

Circus artist (aerial acrobatics) and actress, born in Brazil. Her father, clown, taught her the
principles of comedy when she was only six years old. She has enjoyed a double training at Morley
College (Dramatic Arts) in London and circus school "The Circus Space", where she won BTEC
(National Diploma in Performing Arts) in 1997.
In 1998 she trained with Mamadou Diome of the (Peter Brook) theater in France. In 1998 she was
invited for an advanced training at the CNAC in Chalons-en Champagne. Since then she has worked
with numerous companies, including: KDC Theater Company, Scarabeus Theater Company, the
Romanes Circus Co. Volte-Face, Teatro del Silencio, Universe Circus, Cirque Baroque, The Farfadais,
Triple Trap / Cirq'choc. Kalido, Compagnie Nö and Les Escargots Ailles. She makes the show
"Canela Fina" and the show "Beija Clown". In 2017 she created her own company «Curupira» www.
solangelima.com
Since 2009 she has organized a cultural festival on the island of Itaparica, in the region of Bahia in
Brazil: the FESTIT.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Dans la cabane
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
This show is inspired by the youth album: The child behind the
window of Dani Torrent and Anne-Gaëlle Féjoz. This is the story
of Rodrigo, a little boy who lives in his world and who builds a
hut to protect himself from others, noise, difference and
everything that can scare him and make him sad. This little boy,
however, left a small window open to the outside world, to take
a look from time to time whether it is calm outside, to observe
the others and the "superheroes" ...

One day a superhero appears as no other. This allows Rodrigo
to open his window bit by bit and agree to communicate with
the outside world ... This story is about the difference and the
difficulty to come from your inner world. Through circus
techniques, clown and puppetry, we invite children to enter a
poetic and playful universe ...
For children from 3 years.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

17:00 h

4/2 Dans la cabane

00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

17:00 h

4/2 Dans la cabane

00:45 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

17:00 h

E/2 Dans la cabane

00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

17:00 h

E/2 Dans la cabane

00:45 h

Cie Mirador
België

www.compagniedumirador.com

Before creating the Mirador Company, Ingrid and Régis got their education at SIB, HIDD (National
school of Ballet and Higher Institute of Dance in Antwerp) and at ESAC (School of circus arts of
Brussels). In 2005 The Mirador company was found and they presented the spectacle IsséO! that
played over 900 times in Europe.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

ISSeO won the publics heart at the Chassepierre festival and won the Jury Prize and public prize at
the internationall straattheater festival in Gent (Mira Miro). In The meantime they worked for other
companies such as Bud Bluementhal, Cirque Du Soleil, Féria Musica, Shift or with the Koopergieterij.

up-Time
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

A piece of circus-burlesque, a duo with explosive character that
brings you on the rails of the swinging 30’s.
Dance, mast, shoe-shining, juggling...and flowers too -because
we like to blow it all up...but smoothly!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
18:00 h

21/3 up-Time
21/3 up-Time

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h

21/3 up-Time

00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Cie One Shot
België

Maxime Dautremont and Foucauld Falguerolles meet in Brussel (2003) at l’Espace Catastrophe. They
were deeping their own disciplines, acrobatics and juggling for one, the Chinese mast for the other.
For years, their career paths cross, in places of creation or training, and they each create diffirent
projects and shows in the field of circus.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Between the projects, the two artists meet up and train in the same places. The friendship grows and
at the end of 2016, they decide to work together. For a week, they lock themselves up in a tent:
Foucauld works with the Chinese mast, while Maxime is playing the guitar and throwing axes. The
magic happens and Company One Shot is created! The experiences that Maxime and Foucauld take
from previous acts, help them to develop a peronal language tinged with humor, gestural theater,
music and physical performances.

One Shot !
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two friends, two brothers, … occupy their spot. It results in the
pleasure of playing and challenging each other. Pieces of apple
arrive in the mouth of the guitarist. Enthusiasm and a creative
soul, push the challenges up! The axes turn and are
manipulated in an unstable balance at the tempo of a
tumultuous beatbox and harmonica sound. The evil inside the
boys grows: one of them becomes a target. While the axes
hurtle through the air!

One Shot, because we only have on try…. Cool as the blues,
nervous as rockmusic, the show revisitits the old standards of
the circus. It slips, it tests the (un)balance, it chops and it falls.
In the end it’s difficult to decide what amazes us the most; the
skill that the artists use or the unpredictability that comes with
the objects. Punctuated with live music, dance and acrobatics
are mixed with the manipulation of axes and acrobatics on the
Chinese pole.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

9/1 One Shot !
9/1 One Shot !

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

9/1 One Shot !
9/1 One Shot !

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Circle of Two
UK

www.circleoftwo.com

Circle of Two is a circus and physical theatre company based in the South East of England, founded
by Celia Mendizabal and Ralph Taylor.
Following traditions of popular theatre forms such as circus, puppetry and mime, Circle of Two draw
inspiration from a wide variety of artistic genres. Thus they present highly evocative and poetic
shows with unique and personal aesthetics. Their work is directed at family audiences and has
universal appeal.
Celia and Ralph graduated in 2001 by the Central School of Speech and Drama and The Circus Space
in London with a degree in BA (Hons.)Theatre Practice, Contemporary Circus. Celia received a
Masters of Arts in Theatre Studies in 2013 at the University of Surrey, where her research on the
phenomenological impact of Puppetry and Masks in the theatrical event was awarded with
distinction.
Circle of Two have performed in street theatre, circus and cabaret for more than fifteen years. They
have won the Prize of the Public both in circus and theatre festivals. Their work has been broadcast
by national television stations worldwide. They are also experienced in teaching circus workshops to
people of all ages.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bambolina & Dodo
0:20 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
When the clock strikes twelve, magic begins and a doll comes
to life…
Clearly influenced by the silent film days of expressive
clowning, Circle of Two form a seamless amalgam between
physical theatre and acrobatic skills. They tell a simple and
touching story about an eccentric inventor who struggles to
control his latest creation.

Winners of the Prize of the Public at the prestigious
International Mime Festival of Périgueux, in France, they
present this story without using any spoken dialogue.
The show is fast paced and includes audience participation. It
combines a variety of performing disciplines, such as mime,
slap-stick comedy and acrobatics.
“Bambolina & Dodo” is a visual and universal show for public
of all ages and nationalities

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

14/1 Bambolina & Dodo
14/1 Bambolina & Dodo

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

14/1 Bambolina & Dodo
14/1 Bambolina & Dodo

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

K/1 Bambolina & Dodo
K/1 Bambolina & Dodo

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

K/1 Bambolina & Dodo
K/1 Bambolina & Dodo

00:20 h
00:20 h

Cirkus trochu jinak,z.s.
Tsjechië

www.cirkusjinak.cz

https://www.cirkulum.cz/

The group is called Cirkus trochu jinak (A little bit different circus) and they are with 4 (1 girl and 3
men, all professional artists).
Cirkus trochu jinak is from the Czech Republic and they present their new show OnTheRoad which
they performed onyl few times so far (f.e. in Bulgaria on international festival Plovdiv and on their
own festival Cirkulum in Ostrava, Czech Republic)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

OnTheRoad
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

A romantic acrobatic street show where many circus skills and
equipments are used. This show is suitable for all ages and all
nationalities as there is very little text spoken.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
22:00 h
6/1 OnTheRoad

22:00 h

duration
00:45 h

6/1 OnTheRoad

rain program

00:45 h

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

22:00 h

D/1 OnTheRoad

00:45 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

22:00 h

D/1 OnTheRoad

00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

Cirq'ulation Locale
België

www.ciloc.com

In the last years Cirq'ulation Locale performed shows in 25 countries and 3 continents!
Europe, Asia and the USA.: from Belgium to Dubai, from Texas to Andorra...
Cirq'ulation Locale played for President Sarkozy and King Albert II, at the World Expo and at the
Olympic Winter Games.
The company won many awards such as 'Jeunes Talents Cirque' and 'Prix du coup du coeur' in
Mimos.
Cirq'ulation Locale brings long shows and short acts for festivals, theatres, events, shopping malls,
television and theme parks.
Cirq'ulation Locale is always on tour!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Moving Poles
0:08 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Performances of 8 minutes with new spectacular sway poles.
The poles are 5m long and they can sway to horizontal to just
above the audience.
Cirq'ulation Locale has acts with different costumes and music.
Especially for the evening they also have luminous costumes.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
15:30 h

14/1 Moving Poles
14/1 Moving Poles

00:08 h
00:08 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
15:30 h
17:00 h

14/1 Moving Poles
14/1 Moving Poles
14/1 Moving Poles

00:08 h
00:08 h
00:08 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Cirquetango
Argentinië

http://cirquetango.com

CIRQUETANGO, It’s formed by Dario Ayala and Laura del Mar. And it, inside his spectacle Un Tango
mas, joins three disciplines: Circus, Tango and Theater.
The mix of these disciplines it becomes a perfect blend when we lived the drama through the tango
and the comedy common at circus, through a theater play.
DARIO AYALA. Professional circus artist specialized on aerial techniques,captivated for tango, their
lyrics, music and their dance; he study and decides to incorporate into of his language.
After 4 years of learning Tango, and more than 16 year of experience on circus techniques, he begins
the production of a new show, and forms, with his partner Laura del Mar, the Company named
CIRQUETANGO.
LAURA DEL MAR. Professional Circus artist, she studies since her beginning diferent techniques
related of movement; from contemporary dance, theater and circus, until her meet with the tango.
Moved by the tango dance and studying of their movements, she decides of begin her artistic career,
fusing all her knowledge.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Un Tango Mas
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
“Un Tango Más, achieve to immerse the audience within the
story, making the show a unique and unrepeatable moment.
Captivated by the elegance of tango and attracted by the
virtuosity of circus, they will reach the end of their story with an
audience that gratefully bid farewell to them standing up...”

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:45 h

8/1 Un Tango Mas
8/1 Un Tango Mas

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:45 h

8/1 Un Tango Mas
8/1 Un Tango Mas

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:45 h

H/1 Un Tango Mas

00:25 h

17:45 h

H/1 Un Tango Mas

00:25 h

14/04/2019

Collectif BigBinôme
Frankrijk

https://collectifbigbinome.wixsite.
com/bigbinome/collectif

The company Bigbinöme is a company consisting of four young circus artists who graduated from
the CNAC (Center National des Arts du Cirque) in 2016, all specialized in acrobatics.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

They play in duo or quatro since 2011. They work together in Rosny-sous-Bois National School of
Circus Arts (Enacr) and the National Circus Arts Center of Chalons-en-Champagne (CNAC).
These four acrobats enrich their circus techniques with their cultural and physical differences.

Saut
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
On stage buckets, fools and jumps! Buckets are simultaneously
part of the scenography, costumes, accessories, both unstable
and fragile and disturbing. They enable artists to modulate the
play space and thus create a lively platform throughout the
show. The fools (artists) are inspired to play, they want to touch
the audience. From cowboy to diva, from builder to bulldozer,
from superhero to convict, ... Everything is a pretext for playing.
The audience is amazed by their breathtaking jumps.

Saut is a show for children and adults, full of excitement,
virtuosity that gives you shivers

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:30 h

7/1 Saut

00:35 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
21:30 h

7/1 Saut
7/1 Saut

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h

7/1 Saut

00:35 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:30 h

H/1 Saut

00:35 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
21:30 h

H/1 Saut
H/1 Saut

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h

H/1 Saut

00:35 h

Compagnie DaaD
Nederland

www.compagniedaad.nl

www.entract.nl/daad

Linda Anneveld is the inspiring force behind Compagnie Daad. Linda studied theater design at the
Utrecht School of Arts. She is specialized in creating monumental objects and life-size dolls, in
which she uses kinetic technology to search for movement in the image. For this she uses the
natural force 'wind' but also engines and electricity. Her work is visual, robust and also refined.
Linda plays with limits. When is something an installation, when will it be a performance? In what
ways can you tell a story? By stopping the time, so that the story can be told in the head or does the
story come to life through movement? What motion does the object / image need when you stop,
slow down or travel through time? Linda thinks the look of the material she uses is as important as
the form in which she pours it. She often uses old materials and utensils, so that they can tell their
own history.
Elze van den Akker studied Object Theater at the Amsterdam School of Arts and is one of DaaD's
permanent freelance staff. She participates in PostOde, La Cuisine Macabre and Le Jardin des Yeux,
and helps creating various projects. In addition, Elze designs illustrations, theater decors, drawings
with sand and interior products.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

PostOde
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
PostOde is an ode to that old-fashioned postman who delivered
the long-awaited letters and packs under all circumstances.
Fewer and fewer letters are delivered and package services take
over. But with PostOde there will be a change ! PostOde for all
your packages and services!
Track your shipment + Easy and fast + Service counter +
We have the perfect solution for every shipping requirement.
With their mobile post office, their mobile mailbox and sorting
depot, the postmen move around the crowd with great delayed

steps on their carstep.
In the middle of the gathered audience, the postmen open their
post office and interact with the crowd. Every customer is
welcome!
The public can come to the desk for a package or letter. In the
presence of all interested parties, the contents of the package
are inspected.
PostOde brings a smile to your face and produces hilarious and
bizarre moments.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

15/1 PostOde
15/1 PostOde

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

15/1 PostOde
15/1 PostOde

00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Compagnie KRAK
België

www.compagniekrak.be

CIE Krak! is a company consisting of Els Degryse and Dieter Missiaen. Circus Krak (original name)
was once founded in 2008 to bring performances in the third world. With their first performance
"Charlieston" they toured in SE Asia and South America.
This gave them the taste and they toured in their own country at festivals and cultural centers. A new
performance "Kus!" was created for this, together with coach Tom Roos of Wurre Wurre. This
performance still tours in Flanders and surroundings. The third performance "Viva Victor" became a
solo performance by Dieter Missiaen, with coaches Els Degryse and Micheline Vandepoel.
Since 2016 Els and Dieter are creative with Ief Gilis from Circo Ripopolo. The result of this
collaboration is on the one hand the second solo performance by Dieter "Kontrol" which premiered
in 2017 and on the other hand the first solo performance by Els "Chaos", which will premiere in 2019,
with the support of Flanders and Miramiro.
Over the years it became clear that poetic clowning is the discipline of this duo.
CIE Krak! presents poetic clowner performances, made with the support of the Flemish Circus
Center and with the support of Flanders

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Kontrol
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Raphaël has traveled the world for years with his world famous
act "Teatro Pantalones".
He especially wants things to run exactly as he likes. And if that
is not the case, there are subtle solutions and a disarming
smile.
A poetic clowning show, great in its smallness.

play: Dieter Missiaen
coach: Ief Gilis (Circo Ripopolo)

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

13/1 Kontrol
13/1 Kontrol
13/1 Kontrol

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

13/1 Kontrol
13/1 Kontrol
13/1 Kontrol

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

N/2 Kontrol
N/2 Kontrol
N/2 Kontrol

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

N/2 Kontrol
N/2 Kontrol
N/2 Kontrol

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Compagnie Le Grand O
Frankrijk

www.compagnielegrando.com

The Company le Grand O is the sensitive encounter between a singer/actress and an acrobatic
dancer. They chose to use a scenic visual and poetic performance to bring a story. The bodies, the
voices, the words have meaning and commitment, wich leads the company to act like it both on
stage and off stage. In reality this leads to a commitment with the people through various courses
and workshops in wich artistic practices meet questions about society, it’s issues for today and
tomorrow an our role in it’s construction.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The personality of the two young artists is surprising, because both have had an university
education: Tom had a degree in political science and Gioia is aan anthropologist. With the “well
educated heads” the followed a course in circus arts, mime, comedy and dance and they can present
their show in Englisch, Spanish, Dutch, German or French. Curiously, the texts presented during the
show are in ‘in dangered languages” such as Breton, Griko, Frisian or Yiddish. Because of their
young age (25 and 27) the artists establish a close link between their artistic performances and their
social commitment.
Souvent je regarde le Ciel
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Questioning the contradictions of their daily lives, two actors
explore other visions, other thoughts. The actors live in a cube
of 2 meters, one time functioning as décor, the other time as
object of use. It symbolizes the space of our daily life. The
actors express their doubts, joys, dreams and fears through
dance, acrobatics, music and theater. Yet there remains some
unsolverd things that they can’t ignore… How to live in the
present while being aware of the days to come?

They search the right words to talk about the world,
environmental issues and us, a specie so small, in front of it all.
The cube is an interactive scenography. When the actors
transform the way the look at the world and open new
perspectives, the cube bows, and by doing so, it opens up a
new space in wich they can play.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

9/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel
9/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

9/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel
9/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

18:30 h

H/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel

00:35 h

18:30 h

H/1 Souvent je regarde le Ciel

00:35 h

14/04/2019

Compagnie Les Quat'Fers en l'air
Frankrijk

https://www.quatfers.com/

After crossing the ocean, Garance stumbled over a hazel named Gabi, at the National School of
Circus Arts in Rosny-sous-Bois (ENACR). The grew up each on their side of the ocean without
knowing their ways would come together at one point. This transatlantic union was made in an aerial
frame.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The enthusiasm of their teachers, would contribute to them deploying their wings together. Their
fantasies about mountain climbing grew within time spend at CNAC. At the same time they learned to
enjoy the pleasure of world of circus alongside Alain Reynaud. At the end of their education, they got
the chance to play the Venetian Festival at Martigues, wich was a great start for a summer tour.

Gravir
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Seeing two women arriving I ski suits at 35°C! What’s that all
about? It’s a choreography that appears between two entities:
Gabi is a dancer – a diva that hops – while Garance is a
Quebecker who seeks words to catch the new sensations in the
middle of the silence. A stunt duo who are ready to climb the
highest of mountains… Only, because of climate change, the
snow has melted and all that remains is the skeleton of a huge
mountain.

How can they defy gravity? Why would they bother to climb, if it
always ends in descending again? They try to answer the
mysterie by showing the pleasure of acrobatics in a brief
moment of weightlessness. Will they come to face the heat of
their equipment while performing their acrobatic show?

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
18:00 h

7/1 Gravir
7/1 Gravir

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h

7/1 Gravir

00:35 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h

H/1 Gravir

00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h

H/1 Gravir

00:35 h

Compagnie That's it
België

www.compagniethatsit.be

Jente Besters: After his unicycle obsession he also became juggler, Cyr wheel acrobat and very
skilled with just about all circus techniques. With production group 'Dwheelz' and also with 'Diclum'
he acted as a unicycle and juggler for several years. After attending the Formation Pédagogique at
Ecole de Cirque de Bruxelles he became a circus teacher at Circusateliers Locorotondo, 't Sirk and
Ell Circo D'ell Fuego.
Mascha de Weirdt: At first she was mainly active in giving hoela hoep workshops. She has already
performed with various fire companies and also followed the Formation Pédagogique at Ecole de
Cirque de Bruxelles. Now she is a teacher at Ecole de Cirque du Brabant Wallon.
Robrecht Hanssen: Juggling, unicycling, bascule jumping, ... this all-arounder does it all. Robrecht
also followed the Formation pédagogique. He also gives circus lessons at Circus Paljasso and 't
Sirk. After years of experience as a circus artist and lecturer at Circus Paljasso, it was time for
something new, Compagnie That's it!
Wouter Nys: At 8 he started at circus workshop Balancirk, and after his physiotherapy studies he
continued his circus career at Circus Paljasso. Wouter passes his circus enthousiasm during circus
workshops, internships and fire shows. His big passions are juggling and making music.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tired of balls
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
'Tired of balls', a performance with humor and circus
techniques and based on car tires. Roger and Marcel are 2
garagists and fascinated by tires. Roger is a hard worker and
Marcel likes to have fun. Marcel is not the smartest and Roger is
not the easiest colleague. Together Roger and Marcel keep on
working, because Marcel cares and Roger knows what he
wants. Because of their great passion for car tires, they
sometimes dare to forget that they are at work. Tires are flying
in the air, rolling around and being manipulated.

Roger and Marcel re-invent the car tire in a spectacular and
creative way. Smiling faces assured!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
16:45 h

14/1 Tired of balls
14/1 Tired of balls

00:15 h
00:15 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
16:45 h

14/1 Tired of balls
14/1 Tired of balls

00:15 h
00:15 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
16:45 h

K/1 Tired of balls
K/1 Tired of balls

00:15 h
00:15 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
16:45 h

K/1 Tired of balls
K/1 Tired of balls

00:15 h
00:15 h

Company Satchok
Duitsland

https://www.rudi-renner.
de/company-satchok

Galatée Auzanneau and Marius Pohlmann graduated with their former artistic partner Tim Belime in
June 2012 as Bachelor of Arts from the Circus School Academy for Circus and Performance Art
(ACaPA) in Tilburg, the Netherlands, specializing in partner acrobatics: Banquine, 3-man-high and
hand-on-hand. Before "Trio Satchok" was founded in September 2010, all three of them made their
own experiences in various amateur circuses and theatre projects in their home countries. The show
was developed under the name "urban acrobatic show" together with Robert Sterzik, owner of the
Rudi Renner agency, and celebrated its premiere in June 2013 at the Oerol Festival in Terschelling.
Until September 2016 they toured Europe with their award-winning show. End of 2016 Tim left the trio
to live in Chile with his wife. Since 2017 Camiel Corneille is the new man at "Company Satchok".
Camiel received his Bachelor of Fine Arts and Education 2011 in the Netherlands. He then graduated
from Codarts Circus Arts in Rotterdam in 2015. He specialises in straps, aerials and poles. In
addition to his own artistic work, Camiel is an artistic coach and teaches Visual Arts (photography
and videography). He participates in various interdisciplinary projects. With their new "Man at the
Straps" Marius and Galatée developed "Sisyphus" in intensive rehearsals. A show that impresses
with clever pictures, irony and wit, and artistic acts of strength!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sisyphus
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
"One imagine Sisyphus as a happy person."
With unrivaled playfulness, three strong characters deal with
the process of creation. Humorously they show how artists
train together, try out and discard ideas, and struggle for
valuable minutes in the spotlight. Stoic but happy, they keep
creating new pictures around their tripod and a ”Push” button
for music recordings. Inspired by the Sisyphus myth and the
Camus quote, Company Satchok created a show full of artistry.

They present Banquine, hand on hand, straps and partner
acrobatics on many levels. That's all it takes for a good show: A
little philosophy, strong pictures and three sympathetic artists!
Company Satchok are: Galatée Auzanneau - Camiel Corneille Marius Pohlmann
In a playful and humorous show they present their brilliant
skills: 20 minutes of pure and sweaty acrobatics

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

9/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h
20:15 h

9/1 Sisyphus
9/1 Sisyphus
9/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h

9/1 Sisyphus
9/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

Sunday

13/04/2019

14/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

H/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h

14:30 h

H/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h

20:15 h

H/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h

14:30 h

H/1 Sisyphus

00:20 h

CQP Produccions
Spanje

www.cqpproduccions.com

The theatre company Campi Qui Pugui (CQP) started in 2008, as a result of the passion for creating
and sharing theatre. The founders of the company are Jordi Pedrós and Cristina Garcia, actors
trained in different theatre techniques in Paris, Barcelona and Lleida.
After gaining experience working with different children’s theatre companies with large professional
careers, we decided to create our own shows and theatre plays. We want the audience to be close;
we approach them in a funny way, creating visually attractive characters that take us to other
realities, combining different techniques such as masks, puppetry, text and pantomime.
We are seeking the meeting point amongst all audiences, using humor and visual resources
understandable by people from all ages and cultures. We wish to wake up the inner child we all have.
We’ve been performing our shows and plays in more than 15 countries around the world. “Rats!”
and “Manneken’s Piss” won the Best street show award at Fira Titelles de Lleida in 2015 and 2016.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Asteroid
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A meteorite has fallen in the street. The scientific team
SpaceGuard approach it. But unexpected events start to
happen.
A show that, through absurd humour, confronts how we relate
to the unknown and cultural differences. A production
managed by Toti Toronell that combines puppets and actors
with the aim of achieving a surprising and transforming impact
in a public space.

With “Asteroid” we want to explore new techniques. Up until
the moment we have been working with masks and puppetry. In
this case puppetry will be as important as real characters:
human beings will interact with puppets.
People will mix with these new characters, the aliens, which just
arrived to the Earth. The main topic in the show is the way we
treat the others, both newcomers and the ones that are different
from us. We want them to make a choice without this being the
focus of attention.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h
18:45 h

21/2 Asteroid
21/2 Asteroid

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h
18:45 h

21/2 Asteroid
21/2 Asteroid

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

De Machienerie
België

www.machienerie.be

The machienerie is an artistic company with the focus on building their own projects.
Their world is one of steel and wood. Their goal is telling visual poetic stories. The link with street
theater, puppet theater and circus is never far away. The founders of the company wanted to create a
place to express the poetic imagination from themselves and others.
Several projects have an environmental problematic statement. Each time they try to make clear a
message to the audience. They do not only build constructions, they also create performances to
travel around the world.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Carnivale, their last performance is a collection of their work, supplemented with new elements. The
Machinerie… where dreams come true.

Les tortues géantes des Galalagos
3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The giants of Galalagos
They used to be with thousands amazing giants. The monsters
walked slowly but surely over the endless plains of the
Galapagos…Nobody could harm them…until humanity came…
Crawl on the back of our cumbersome herbivores and
experience their breathtaking slowness.

Les fabuleux aventures de Marquis De Quevilly
3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The fabulous adventures of Marquis De Quevilly
A small whirligig with 4 unique planes, based on the first
models of the pioneers of aviation.
Marquis De Quevilly, one of these pioneers, believed very
strongly that this way of flying would work and spent his entire
fortune on building different machines. Unfortunately, he never
got off the ground. His charming whirling makes his dream
come true now.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
15:00 h

22/1 Les tortues géantes des Galalagos
22/1 Les fabuleux aventures de Marquis De Quevilly

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
15:00 h

22/1 Les tortues géantes des Galalagos
22/1 Les fabuleux aventures de Marquis De Quevilly

03:00 h
03:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

De Vuurmeesters
België

www.devuurmeesters.be

"De Vuurmeester s" is a street theater collective within Cirque del Mundo association.
The artists of " De Vuurmeesters " have years of experience and a long history: some had already
experience with fire performances, street theater, organizing workshops and pyrotechnics. Others
had more experience with art projects, painting, welding, building sets, blowing glass or gas
installations.
From the centralized atelier and circus rehearsal rooms of Cirque del Mundo, they started to work on
a new idea: creation of ambiance with fire and soon after the first artistic fire installations were a fact.
It was only in preparation of their third public performance in the City of Wings Festival in Ypres, that
the concept would take its final shape. Since “De Vuurmeesters” evolved tremendously, both
artistically and professionally.
The Magic of De Vuurmeesters is not only creating an alienating atmosphere in the fire village, but
also the passion with which it is built and created. Both on stage, in the workshop and on the
computer the passion lights up.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Vuurlantaarns
1:30 h
Fire Lanterns
A line up to 1,5 kilomters strengthens the natural lines of a city
and subtly connects the epicenter of an event. In Ypres they
create a a cosy atmosphere about 800 meters long!

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
6/2 Vuurlantaarns
21:00 h
8/2 Vuurlantaarns
21:00 h
21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

01:30 h
01:30 h

6/2 Vuurlantaarns
8/2 Vuurlantaarns

rain program
day

duration

01:30 h
01:30 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Di Filippo Marionette
Italië

www.difilippomarionette.com

Remo Di Filippo: He graduated in Theatre History from the University of Bologna ( dams ). He
completed his training in recent years with studies in disciplines such as Commedia dell'arte, the
neutral mask, the larval mask, magic, pantomime, voice and movement on stage. He worked as an
actor with several Italian companies in 2010 and then entered the world of puppetry with the
discovery of a small and fascinating laboratory hidden in the center of Barcelona: "House Workshop
Puppets of Pepe Otal". He discovered the nobility of wood and its' infinite possibilities and its' many
faces... From this creative space, came the dream and birth of Gino, his first puppet.
Rhoda Di Filippo Lopez: Thanks to the musical trio “The Sirens”, Rhoda came to Italy from Australia
and met the magic of marionettes with “Di Filippo Marionette”. A graduate with a Bachelor of Arts in
Music Theatre from the WA Academy of Performing Arts, Rhoda has worked in many theatre
productions as actress, singer, dancer and MC. She received the award for Best Actress for her work
in an original musical “Lorelei” with Deckchair Theatre, and has also worked on film and TV: “The
Great Mint Swindle”, “StreetSmartz” and “Marx & Venus”. Rhoda has worked with puppets in various
forms, including the shows “The African Magician” (Barking Gecko Theatre Co), and at the New York
Fringe Festival 2014 with “The Warrior and The Princess” (Blue Moose Productions).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Hanging By A Thread (street version)
0:35 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A marionette puppet show full of simplicity and poetry, it takes
you in, moves you and let’s you have fun. The marionettes are
alive - you’ll be surprised at how they are able to transfer
emotions! The show is without spoken words, and each
character has their own story that they tell through movement
and music, interacting with the actor-puppeteers showing the
magic of the marionette. Perfect for all ages: "They enchant
children and make adults dream.”
“Time is life, and life lives in the heart.”

Hanging By A Thread (theatre version)
0:55 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Some members of the family:
- Costante the cyclist
- Sub Limen, the hip hop acrobat brothers
- Pina the Ballerina
- Johnny B. Good jamming it up
- Molly, with Rhoda & Remo

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
20:15 h

3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:00 h

3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
3/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

C/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
20:15 h

C/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
C/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h

C/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)
C/1 Hanging By A Thread (street version)

00:35 h
00:35 h

Dulce Duca
Portugal

www.dulceduca.com

Dulce Duca (Portugal, 1984) initiates herself into the world of juggling in a self-taught form, in 2001.
In 2009, together with FAAAC, she participates in and organizes a project called Work in Progress
Arts Meeting - a meeting of seventy artists from all over the world, that took place in Srebrna Gora,
Poland. And in 2010, she develops the Oct/Nov 2010 project, an artistic invasion of Portuguese
territory.
In 2009, together with the juggler Adrien Batiot, she founds the Made in Taiwan Company, with which
she organizes and takes part in the Mochila Tour, in Brazil, where she presents the first stage of Um
Belo Dia and imparts juggling classes in the 'favelas' (slums), social projects and Circus Schools.
In 2010, Um Belo Dia is premiered at the Al Filo Circus Marathon (Teatro Circo Price), within the
Contemporary Stage Festival, Madrid.
Since then, this piece has been performed in halls, streets and plazas, such as: the Trapezi Festival
(Reus), TAC (Valladolid), European Youth Capital (Braga), Milano Clown Festival, Fira Tarrega,
amongst others.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Um belo dia
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Um Belo Dia is a life project devised by Dulce Duca and Iris.
Dulce Duca introduces juggling, manipulation and the
balancing of clubs in to an unique and striking form of corporal
expression, in a performance transmitting emotions that
integrate and intrigue audiences of all ages.
An oneiric, metaphoric and surrealistic piece. Using physical
theatre, circus, dance, juggling, balancing of clubs,
manipulation of objects. Live music. All audiences.

Just full
0:09 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A 9 min peace for Cabaret, shows or other events open to this
format peaces.
It's a surrealistic and comic act, about the transformation of a
woman, from her decadence and miserable fellings to full taking
power of herself and her life.
(This peace is inpiered in a new show written by Dulce Duca,
called SWEET DRAMA, that will have its premiere in the OUT
THERE Festival September 2019.)
It works indoor and outdoors (intime spaces)

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

21:15 h
23:00 h

3/1 Um belo dia
3/1 Just full

00:30 h
00:09 h

17:45 h
21:15 h
23:00 h

5/1 Um belo dia
3/1 Um belo dia
3/1 Just full

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:09 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:15 h

A/2 Um belo dia

00:30 h

17:45 h
21:15 h

A/2 Um belo dia
A/2 Um belo dia

00:30 h
00:30 h

Duo Masawa
Italië

http://duomasawa.wix.
com/duomasawa

“Duo Masawa” is a Italian-Argentinian company formed in 2014 with the aim of creating and
developing shows of a high visual and expressive level, mixing up different disciplines such as
contemporary dance, hand to hand (or acrobatic duo), juggling and music. In 2014 the company
started working with its show “INVOLUCION”,in 2015/16 they created "V.O.G.O.T.", with which they
have performed in several international festivals around Europe and South America, without ever
stopping the artists’ professional training, in order to widen their technical and creative skills.
Wanagi Valnei : Born in Nuoro, Italy, (1986), he develops an early interest in juggling and acrobacy,
working and training himself as an autodidact.He decides to fully dedicate to the world of circus and
continues his training in circus skills, specializing in juggling and hand to hand, taking courses and
participating in many workshops of acrobatic duo.Now he is still training in Buenos Aires and
working around the world with the latest show: V.O.G.O.T.
Manuela Maria Gaona : Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina (1987), she begins her training as a dancer
at the age of 9, taking ballet and corporal expression lessons in Buenos Aires,next she travels to
Spain, to fully dedicate herself to her professional dance training. In 2012 she begins her training in
contemporary circus specializing in hand to hand.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

V.O.G.O.T.
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
View, sense of smell , taste, hearing and touch... intertwine
since the first discovery that man creates from them...
The possibility of travel and treasure the feelings they leave
footprints in life, our present is the sum of memory nostalgic of
each printed direction in our memory.
V.O.G.O.T. : express through the body the vision of the 5
senses, using as a thread the universal couple.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:45 h

4/2 V.O.G.O.T.
4/2 V.O.G.O.T.

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:45 h

4/2 V.O.G.O.T.
4/2 V.O.G.O.T.

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:45 h

E/2 V.O.G.O.T.
E/2 V.O.G.O.T.

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:45 h

E/2 V.O.G.O.T.
E/2 V.O.G.O.T.

00:30 h
00:30 h

Dwaallicht vzw
België

www.toverspel.be

The members of Dwaallicht (formerly Toverspel) already have more than 17 years of experience in
making of firedecorations. Small to very large outdoor venues are decorated, illuminated and/or
heated with fire for all kinds of events. Out of their very wide range of installations they choose the
best solution for each organization. Their successproduct: Bamboo-constructions. With these
constructions, they can (in theory) make an infinite amount of different lightobjects, but also
functional structures sheds, information stands, bar + terrace, entrance arches, tent… They can also
offer some craftworkshops for children like making light ornaments in clay, making drawings on
paper light bags, making lanterns...

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

ALL LIGHTS
This is their grand formula for the dressing of a medium-sized parc. For 4 days they restructure the
venue with lots of installations into a poetic, magical scenery. Their decorations is being
complemented with little animations like dance, music, shadow drawing and local input. At least 2
days for the audience.
op maat
3:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

Dwaallicht wants to accentuate a special atmmosphere this year
on demand of the organisator. They want to show their
flexibility.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
5/1 op maat

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

03:00 h

5/1 op maat

rain program
day

duration

03:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

El Fedito
Spanje

www.elfedito.com

Federico Menini was born in Argentina. Tireless traveler he comes from the world of architecture and
arts which he studied for several years at universities in different countries: Spain, Chile, Turkey,
Mexico and Russia. In this way he acquired knowledge from different artistic disciplines: sculpture,
social theater, video, engraving, photography, drawing, art criticism, scenery design for performing
arts, and so on. All of them tools for the circus: the great multidisciplinary art.
After fifteen years in the world of circus, his great passion, he has gone to numerous conferences,
meetings, and circus conventions around the world as well as seminars, workshops and courses like
juggling, tightrope-walking, theater, improvisation, balancing, clowning, acrobatics, comic magic,
and experimental dance.. Over the years, he has worked with several companies and has done
extensive work as a circus performer. Nowadays he performs his own solo shows, being also the
juggler in Potted, a show by the Spanish company La Trócola Circ.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Oyun
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Who or what is the sculpture? Is it the juggler or the artifact
created? What is the meaning of stability? What is the limit?
These questions lead to the searching of the ultimate state: the
perfect balance, the architecture of juggling, the harmony
between everyday elements.
In Oyun, the juggler builds up a perfectly balanced structure, he
creates his own space in the stage outlining the air and
especially defying gravity while pursuing harmony among all
the elements involved. Oyun (‘game’ in Turkish) is a universe

of cooking pots. Everything revolves around pots, spoons,
ropes, balls…
This show is the result of years of research and experimentation whose inspiration has come mainly from the different
artistic disciplines: sculpture, visual poetry, architecture,
photography, drawing, music, painting, theatre, circus, etc.
Oyun is a unique and innovative show for all kind of audience,
combining humor, rhythm, originality and a refined technique of
juggling.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
17:30 h

3/1 Oyun
3/1 Oyun

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
17:30 h

3/1 Oyun
3/1 Oyun

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
17:30 h

B/1 Oyun
B/1 Oyun

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
17:30 h

B/1 Oyun
B/1 Oyun

00:40 h
00:40 h

El Kote
Spanje

www.conmuchoarte.net

www.elkote.cl

Multidisciplinary artist from Chili with 15 years of experience as clown, unicyclist, juggler, acrobat,
theatre improviser and cultural manager.
His performances have been shown in street theater festivals of 17 countries (from America to Asia
passing through Europe). His work is characterized by the fusion of different circus techniques,
clownerie and theatre improvisation. Every show is unic because it is created and grows in relation
with the place and the audience. The language of this artist is universal and his special energy
explodes, infects, provokes and entertains kids and adults till the last clap.
His shows have won several awards in different countries:
1st award Scharbeutzer Strassentheater Festival, Germany (2018)
2nd & 3rd award Scharbeutzer Strassentheater Festival, Germany (2014 to 2017)
1st award Open Category”- Ferrara Busker Festival, ltaly (2013)
1st award 11. Pinneberger Kleinkunstfestival, Germany (2013)
2nd award 14.lnternationalen Kleinkunstfestival lnsel Usedom, Germany (2013)
FONDART Ventanilla Abierta Santiago Chile (2013)
FONDART Regional Santiago de Chile (2012)

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Pas Capable
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A unique one-man street theater show.
The techniques of acrobatics, juggling and improvisation,
mixed with a high playful spirit, create an interaction and a
direct connection between the public space and the audience,
creating unique results for each place.
“The audience goes from being a passive observer to an active
audience, and the public space is transformed into a stage” .

The show ends with a zip line downhill act, in which the artist
will put his life in the hands of 6 volunteers from the audience...
Will he be able?

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
18:30 h

2/1 Pas Capable
2/1 Pas Capable

00:50 h
00:50 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
18:30 h

2/1 Pas Capable
2/1 Pas Capable

00:50 h
00:50 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

19:00 h

A/2 Pas Capable

00:50 h

19:00 h

A/2 Pas Capable

00:50 h

14/04/2019

elabö
Duitsland

www.elaboe.com

"Bö", that is the short gust of wind that sets everything in motion for a moment and makes you
wonder how the world around you starts to whirl and fly.
"elabö" that´s us, Anne and Mitja. In 2012, we began to train and work together. One year later, we
moved to Spain to study together at the Circus and Theater School CAU in Spain. Since the summer
of 2015, we have been taking part in a number of national and international festivals and events
under the name of "Anne & Mitja" and later as "elabö".

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Schachmatt
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The board is set, the clock is ticking, the game begins: In the
flair of a silent movie, the award-winning show „Schachmatt
“ (checkmate) takes the audience into the world of a chess
match, which gets out of hand in an amusing yet poetic way.
Starting with the precision of an accurate chess player, the
party evolves into an artistic chase with chess figures
awakening to life, the chess board growing to an enormous
size, while amidst this chaos the chess player desperately

attempts to stay in control over his whirling opponent with her
tricks and stunts.
The choreography consists of stunning hand-to-hand
acrobatics and hilarious slapstick theater, including jumping,
climbing, balancing and the artists catapulting each other into
the air. The show „Schachmatt“ won several international
prices and is a piece suitable for all ages. It does not use
language, which makes it even more exciting.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

2/1 Schachmatt
2/1 Schachmatt

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h
18:00 h

2/1 Schachmatt
2/1 Schachmatt

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:15 h

A/2 Schachmatt

00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:15 h

A/2 Schachmatt

00:30 h

Evolplays asbl - Les Espaces Cyclophones de François CYS
België

http://francois-cys.com/index_eng.
php

Born in 1979 near Dunkirk (northern France), François Cys is a researcher, inventor, music lover and
an eccentric jack of all trades.
The sole objective of his inventions is to entertain us and encourage us to develop our creative
potential.
After having been a cabinetmaker, he began by exploring different ways of transforming everyday
objects and also the relationship that can be created between body movements, mechanical
dynamics and acoustic experiences.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Since 2004, he has taken objects and modified their purpose in order to create a range of amusing
installations. Bicycles, bathtubs, pumps or even scientific instruments can become the medium for
multi-sensory discoveries, which are often an interactive experience.
Besides the interactive installations that are found mostly in his main project Les espaces
Cyclophones, François Cys experiments with sound in all its forms within the non-profit association
Evolplay and the group Dame dame tambourine.
Les Espaces Cyclophones
3:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Interactive Sound Installations. Strange sounds resonate... One
wonders, listens closely, approaches... and then one discovers
an unusual arrangement of bicycles, bathtubs, tubes,
stethoscopes, and sinks…Les Espaces Cyclophones can be set
up in gardens, squares, streets, churches, parks, museums,
towns... and it adapts wonderfully to the environment and the
audience.

Vél’eau: A bathtub serves as a water reservoir, a bicycle acts as
a pump, a paddle wheel drives the sound devices...
Cycloscopes: Ten or so transformed bicycles become a play
area to explore, using a stethoscope. Scratch, scrub, pinch,
throw the wheel...
Cyclo-dynamo: The Cyclo-dynamos use an electro-acoustic
device which transforms an electrical signal into sound
frequencies. Available in various forms, they can be fixed or
free to move around.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
18:15 h

22/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones
22/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
18:15 h

22/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones
22/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones

03:00 h
03:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:15 h
18:15 h

R/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones
R/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:15 h
18:15 h

R/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones
R/1 Les Espaces Cyclophones

03:00 h
03:00 h

Firmakodde
Nederland

www.bruellrennen.com

In 1999 André Kodde started at the Academy for Art and Industry (now ArtEZ Art & Design,
Enschede), Media Kunst. After participating in many local exhibitions and art projects such as the
Gogbot Festival, Kodde took part in the Master's program of the prestigious Santberg Institute in
2007- 09, in the direction of Fine Arts. Here he developed his virtual museum structure Msquare4 that
was later launched in the Boijmans van Beuningen. At that time, his first version of the Brulrace
project was also presented at Kunstvlaai in Amsterdam. André Kodde is the inventor, the designer,
the director and the business leader, but he is mainly responsible for the visual aspect behind
Brulrace.
Nard verdonschot 1978. "With his penetrating look, unbridled creativity and great dedication, Nard is
someone who inspires you to rise above yourself." Nard is an actor, writer and director. Since his
studies at the Arnhem Theater School, he has been an actor at several large and medium-sized
theater companies in the Netherlands and Germany. As a director, he has extensive experience with
large classical ensemble pieces. He is a writer with a love for the absurd. Nard is Wolf 'something
that is especially improving the world when it comes to money matters ;-).

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace
1:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Our children must learn that the harder you scream, the more
you achieve in life. Their tricycles respond to sound; the harder
the driver can scream, the faster he goes. The more people can
hear you, the more people see you. The sooner you go through
the finish, the sooner you win. And the more you earn. It is just
like life itself.
The audience can take a chance by betting their money at the
red caps "Clair and Clarissa", the bookmakers on the spot.
Show master Wolf explains the rules of his game.

Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace (Voor volwassen
kleuters) 1:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A project which idealises capitalism, Wherein money can be
made and (adult) toddlers play an important role by screaming
themselves to victory.
An artwork as a metaphor for progression in our western
society ;)
The tricycles reacts on sound, so the louder the (adult) toddlers
can scream, the faster the tricycles will go. On this way they are
organising races. The crowd will be able to place a bet on their
favorite at the bookies available on the track.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
18:15 h

22/1 Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace
22/1 Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace

01:45 h
01:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h
18:15 h

22/1 Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace
22/1 Brulrace / Brullrennen / Roarrace

01:45 h
01:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Gerard Olthaar
Nederland

www.gerardolthaar.nl

Gerard Olthaar, or G, has played with theater groups De Stijle, Want ..., The Roadies, Alibi Collective,
Waterhuis, Siberia, T & G, De Boomgroep, Medea and Effe Kijke. He currently plays solo. He also
does directorial work and tailor-made acts or assignments. His style can be described as absurd and
comical. He has performances for both inside and outside, on a fixed location or mobile.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Klaarover
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Safety before everything. In daily traffic, at a festival or
whatever occasion. Moreover, you will arrive earlier at your
destination and still have all your limps.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

14/1 Klaarover
23/1 Klaarover
23/1 Klaarover

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

14/1 Klaarover
23/1 Klaarover
23/1 Klaarover

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

N/1 Klaarover
A/1 Klaarover
A/1 Klaarover

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

N/1 Klaarover
A/1 Klaarover
A/1 Klaarover

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Girovago e Rondella - Compagnia Dromosofista (1)
Italië

www.girovagoerondella.com

www.dromosofista.com

The common characteristics of the company "Girovago e Rondella" and "Compagnia Dromosofista"
is the pleasure in creating a spontaneous communication form that surprises.
In "Teatri Mobili" they produce a meeting place between two generations of artists and between the
two companies and the place where they play. A truck and a bus redraw the urban landscape.
Children and adults can go and see Mano Viva or Antipodi, stick their noses in the library dedicated
to the nomadic arts ... On a third stage Cia plays. Dromosofistas’ live music between performances
gives a place to other local artists for short performances or encounters. Girovago and Rondella
family theater is a company of actors / plastic artists, founders of a surreal and popular puppet
theater, played on the street and in non-conventional places. La Compagnie Dromosofista originated
from a desire for a fusion between visual theater and a musical quest, in a contemporary, popular
and multi-cultural approach. The children of Girovago & Rondella: Rugiada, Tommaso and Timoteo
and the Argentinian musicians Facundo and Santiago Moreno look at the street as a source of
inspiration.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Bus-theater performance.
Manin and Manon, two small "Hu-Mains" bring juggling and
acrobatics and surprise the audience with their skills. He is
juggler, Hu-main orchestra and fire-eater, she is a tightrope
walker and a stilt walker ... the lights are extinguished and the
spectator is immersed in a miniature world where everything
becomes possible

Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Truck-theater. Three characters invite the audience to follow
them on a journey to the antipodes of themselves. A journey in
your dreams on a miniature horse, between strange creatures
and shadow figures that walk around without a purpose. In this
performance where the symbols replace the words, time has no
beginning, no end, and from the death of an old woman the cry
of a new life arises. Puppets, shadow play, body expression and
live music.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:45 h
18:45 h

15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:45 h
18:45 h

15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:45 h
18:45 h

N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:45 h
18:45 h

N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Manoviva

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Girovago e Rondella - Compagnia Dromosofista (2)
Italië

www.girovagoerondella.com

www.dromosofista.com

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Truck-theater. Three characters invite the audience to follow
them on a journey to the antipodes of themselves. A journey in
your dreams on a miniature horse, between strange creatures
and shadow figures that walk around without a purpose. In this
performance where the symbols replace the words, time has no
beginning, no end, and from the death of an old woman the cry
of a new life arises. Puppets, shadow play, body expression and
live music.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h
19:30 h

15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h
19:30 h

15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
15/2 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h
19:30 h

N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h
19:30 h

N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi
N/1 Teatri Mobili: Antipodi

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Guus Voermans en Ulrike Doszmann
Nederland

www.bighugme.nl

Ulrike Doszman: Born in 1970 in Dresden, Germany, Ulrike came to Tilburg after studying in a dance
theater in Hamburg. She has been working for years with ‘Vloeistof’, a Tilburg dance company, that
are known for their work on – often extreme - locations. Humor and humanity are important in her
personal work. She’s obsessed by the thin line between tragedy and joy. She’s constantly looking for
the beauty and silent poetry that comes with the ‘just not’-feeling.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Guus Voermans: A.H.A Voermans – born in Boxtel, Holland – got an education in metal and
construction. He has been active as a visual artist/inventor since 1978. He has made a his own
industrial designs and products, machinery and art installations for the purpose of divers clients and
customers. The time left, he’s spending on making a collection TUS, which stands for Totally
Unnecessary Stuff.

Big Hug
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Big Hug is a hugging machine,
A simple but well-conceived concept that creates a astonishing
sensation of being enveloped in a kind of giant
sphygmomanometer of spinnaker canvas, by lowering the trunk
and then raising it again. It results in a pleasant pressure that is
felt from all sides through your body.

A therapeutic device for people who too long had to miss an allembracing hug? The supervisors of Big Hug know how to
handle it. Screams and joy cries follow each other,
entertainment for big and small, fat and thin, tough and brave
the Big Hug gobbles them raw.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

21:00 h

4/2 Big Hug

02:00 h

15:00 h

4/2 Big Hug

02:00 h

21:00 h

4/2 Big Hug

02:00 h

15:00 h
18:00 h

4/2 Big Hug
4/2 Big Hug

02:00 h
02:00 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Hands some Feet
Oostenrijk - Frankrijk

www.handssomefeet.com

https://lachouettediffusion.
com/spectacles/hands-some-feet/

Hands some Feet is a circus duo with Liisa Näykki (FI) and Jeromy Zwick (AUS/CH). They studied,
met and fell for one another at the national circus school of Belgium, in Brussels “École Supérieure
des Arts du Cirque” (ESAC) where they both received a bachelor diploma in circus arts.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The name “Hands some Feet” comes from Jeromy using his hands for his main circus discipline
which is juggling and for Liisa her feet which she uses the most as a tightwire dancer. They come
together combining these parts of themselves and their specialized circus technics of tight wire and
juggling, along with acrobatics, jump ropes, live music and physical theatre.

Hands some Feet
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Hands some Feet is a dynamic and fresh contemporary circus
show, seamlessly combining the mastery of juggling and
tightwire. Complemented by innovative acrobatics, physical
theatre, skipping ropes and live music from the unique
instruments of Australia and Finland. The piece is made by
Liisa Näykki (FI) and Jeromy Zwick (AUS/CH) and is powered by
their unconditional passion to create together. The inspiration
for the show is from a special word found only in the Finnish
language: Hepuli.

Hepuli means to have a negative or positive burst of emotion,
that even the most civilised great ape can not withstand. This
duo serves a universal interpretation of young couples under
the spell of hepuli.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:45 h
22:30 h

4/2 Hands some Feet
4/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
18:00 h

4/2 Hands some Feet
4/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h
18:00 h

4/2 Hands some Feet
4/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:45 h
22:30 h

E/2 Hands some Feet
E/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
18:00 h

E/2 Hands some Feet
E/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h
18:00 h

E/2 Hands some Feet
E/2 Hands some Feet

00:40 h
00:40 h

Hayatonnu...
Duitsland

http://hayaton96.com/

He has been an official street artist of Tokyo Prefecture since 2010. It's called "Heaven Artist". He
learned his handstand skill at the Souri International Circus School.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

As a dancer he has been a Potential artist (Dancer) of Cirque du Soleil since March 2015. He was
engaged with Theater Bonn, Theater Dortmund, Dance Compagnie Fredwess, Deutsche Oper am
Rhein, TANZ theater INTERNATIONAL 2015, Dance Theatre Luxembourg (Jean-Guillaume Weis),
Tanzmoto dance company in Essen, Theater Rites in London etc.

Eternal Longing
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A harmonious piece between dance, hand balancing and magic.
A man is waiting for a letter every day. It's the letter from his
valuable person. Depending on the audience, the valuable
person would change. When the letter reaches him, it will
remind them of their own valuable person.
In addition there is an artistic hand balancing act with
handstand canes, which is called “I’m still flying…”. The theme
is the conflict of distance with his valuable person.

His show consists of some pieces which include the two above
pieces.
His style is based on contemporary dance, jazz dance, ballet,
street dance, acrobatics (especially hand balancing) etc.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

15:45 h
17:15 h
18:30 h

14/1 Eternal Longing
14/1 Eternal Longing
Eternal Longing

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

17:15 h
18:30 h

14/1 Eternal Longing
14/1 Eternal Longing

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

15:45 h
17:15 h
18:30 h

K/1 Eternal Longing
K/1 Eternal Longing
K/1 Eternal Longing

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

17:15 h
18:30 h

K/1 Eternal Longing
K/1 Eternal Longing

00:20 h
00:20 h

Het Praxicologisch Genootschap
België

www.lamusegueule.be

The praxicological Society: Foundation for the illumination of Humanity wants to take care of the
ignorance of the Human Kind.
Two members are sent out with a travelling exhibition in order to free the world population from its
bluster and desperate spirit. The visual demonstration helps the visitors to gain insight into the
origin of the world.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The following setup will be present: The Fenakistiscoop - The Praxinoscoop - The Zooötroop - The
Stereoscoop - The Caleidoscoop - The Periscoop - The Thraumostroop.
the praxicological Society will prove the existence of extraterrestrial life. During the show, the
visitors get in touch with 5 extraterrestrial entities.

De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
1:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The show takes places in and round a tent. There are 2
characters: 1 man, 1 woman, Their look: Fin de Siècle, Art
Nouveau, Brocante.
The visiters get scissors, preprinted vintage images, rope and
glue. They can use those materials to make their own thaumas
coop (a disc with an image on both sides. This runs between
two strings, so the viewer sees one complete picture.
The visitors enter in groups of 5 persons. The first group
becomes a part of the décor.

Then the next group comes in. They look around an listen to the
story. In the meanwhile, the story is told about the origin of the
earth… To finish, the people that were part of the decoration
leave and the other five take their place to become décor as
well. So everyone is in for about ten minutes. A mini museum,
in which some of the visitors play the leading role themselves.
It’s all about optical illusion, old machines and a His Master’s
Voice record player,…with a high Cirkus Ronaldo feeling. Very
down to earth, but it works.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h

4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:00 h
21:00 h

4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
4/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h

E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:00 h
21:00 h

E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.
E/3 De Grootsche Mysteriën Der Heelal Ontluisterdt.

01:00 h
01:00 h
01:00 h

Il Teatro delle Dodici Lune
Italië

www.teatrododicilune.it

The theatrical experience of Italo Pecoretti started in 1997. Actor, director, puppeteer, cultural
animator, he finds his best expression in puppetry. Student of Alessandro Gigli, he started his solo
career in 1998 with the puppet show "The Adventures of Pinocchio", directed by Alessandro, with
whom he usually collaborates as a musician and actor.. In 2001-2002 he collaborated with Claudio
Cinelli in the show entitled "Heartbeat", in France and Spain. From 1998 to 2005, he perfomed his
shows in the Park of Pinocchio in Collodi, and in the Winter Disney Village in Pozza di Fassa (TN).
He participated in a number of exhibitions and festivals of children's theater and puppet theater all
over Italy. Over the years Italo Pecoretti has directed performances by other theater companies and
street bands. Since the theatrical season of 2005-2006, he has been taking care of the show schedule
of the Children's Theatre, and of Regina Margherita Marcialla Theatre. Since 2007, he has organized
theatrical seasons for the schools of the neighbouring towns, involving around about 1,000 children
and teens.
Currently he is the art director of the following festivals of children's theatre and puppet theatre:
“Fiori di Sambuca” - Sambuca Val di Pesa, Puppets in the Gardens in the municipalities of Tavarnelle
Val di Pesa and San Casciano Val di Pesa.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Transylvania Circus
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Mysterious and strange creatures are to be found in the
company of Transylvania Circus. Dragon men spitting fire,
acrobat ghosts, a melancholic werewolf able to walk on the
moon and then She, the star of the show, the charming vampire
woman, who performs the art of transformation. But a
sinister sound distracts the artists of this mysterious circus, it
is the beating of a heart, no one can explain where this
heartbeat is from.

Transylvania Circus (short version)
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Might love be capable of awakening the hearts of lifeless
creatures like them? Or, maybe that will be your heartbeat.
But have no fear Ladies and Gentlemen, the artists of
Transylvania Circus are anything but dangerous and if your
heart beats, it will not be due to fear!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

3/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)
3/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

3/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)
3/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

C/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)
C/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h
18:30 h

C/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)
C/1 Transylvania Circus (short version)

00:30 h
00:30 h

Inferno
Ierland

http://infernofireshow.com

Guillaume Cousson (Riuchi), Ronan McLoughlin, Will Flnagan, three Cork-based artists created
Inferno in 2014. It was created with the aim of becoming the only high-caliber, large scale
professional Fire Performance Company in Ireland by integrating unique custom fire technics and
props. In order to create such a challenging spectacle, three of Ireland’s foremost fire
performers came together. Having toured the world with their own solo performances, they decided
to use their expertise to create a company that would represent Ireland on the international stage.
INFERNO create performances that combine highly accomplished circus skills, theatre and fire
manipulation. Their work focuses on choreography and characterisation.
Inferno's customised productions are also created by utilising a mixture of custom-made fire
equipment and small pyrotechnics.
This crossover of style and substance creates inspiring performances, connecting the artists with
their audiences.
INFERNO are currently touring three distinct shows. They can also be commissioned to create
tailored stand-alone productions for outdoor and indoor events suitable for corporate events,
weddings and fairs.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Firestorm
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Three of Ireland’s most skilled fire performers present their
most popular production, FIRESTORM, a show of enchanting
light and shadow, skill and choreography.
INFERNO presents an intense blazing experience with fire
equipment wired up with pyrotechnics. Inspired from cult
movies, FIRESTORM mashes up the aesthetic of The Matrix and
Star Wars within the realm of science fiction.

A performance utilising custom made fire equipment inspired
by a variety of arts forms such as circus, juggling, dance and
martial arts techniques. This show unfolds through the skilled
movements of the artists and is performed to a fully customised
soundtrack. The performance is a spectacular show suitable for
people of all ages.
This mid-scale and versatile fire performance suits any event
and is adaptable to any type of stage for the most diverse
occasions.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

21:15 h
22:45 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

4/2 Firestorm
4/2 Firestorm

rain program
day

performance / show

00:30 h
00:30 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Kartje Kilo
België

www.kartjekilo.be

STREET THEATRE KARTJE KILO is specialised in ‘guerrilla theatre’, they suddenly pop up and
surprise you with plot twists and red herrings. Before you well and truly know, you’re faced with
utterly absurd situations. Our key words are: surprise, improvise and versify.
STREET THEATRE KARTJE KILO can offer you any of our ten existing acts or an act made to
measure.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

The Puffin' Pipers
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Two Scottish bagpipers are marching solemnly through the
streets. But… they don’t play the bagpipes on bagpipes but
on ... leaf blowers! They march on their bagpipe music, form
choreographic figures and make full use of all the options of
their leaf blowers to surprise the audience.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:00 h

14/1 The Puffin' Pipers
23/1 The Puffin' Pipers
5/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:45 h
19:00 h

14/1 The Puffin' Pipers
23/1 The Puffin' Pipers
5/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

14:30 h

K/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h

19:00 h

A/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h

14:30 h

K/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h

19:00 h

A/1 The Puffin' Pipers

00:30 h

Kompanie ofwel
België

www.kompanieofwel.be

In the spring of 2005 Racebob presented it’s first act. Their dodgem was a great success so they
decided to make a sequel.
Now they are a proper Company with nine different performances. They tour in Belgium and abroad:
the Netherlands, Spain, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, France, Switzerland, UK and Luxemburg.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Either ("ofwel") they are lucky ...
Or ("ofwel") they just bring quality.

Rupsbob
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

In the past, Marnix and Patrick looked at the caterpillar with
greedy eyes, but they lacked the guts and money to sit on them.
Now, so many years later they decided to build one themselves.
With a lot of enthusiasm and music they drive around in search
of an ideal prey.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

14/1 Rupsbob
23/1 Rupsbob
3/3 Rupsbob

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:15 h

14/1 Rupsbob
23/1 Rupsbob
3/3 Rupsbob

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

La Plaine de Joie
Frankrijk

www.laplainedejoie.org

The company La Plaine de Joie was formed in Lille in September 2006. The company is born from the
desire of Tanguy Simmoneaux to develop shows mixing circus and theater, visual and speech,
physical strength and the poetry of the universe. All this to recall the attention to the childhood, the
ephemeral, the loneliness and the world upside down, to touch a large number of spectators with it’s
sensitive subjects. His object to do this: an act with a German Wheel and Cyr Wheel. After some
years other artists we’re torn into the company. In 2010 the company moved to Rennes.
The training is an important part of the activity of the company. Sensitive to the transmission of
knowledge, the team measures the importance of exchange between artist and public. Their
workshops have been invented as circus art workshops (german wheel, juggling, acrobatic, ..) and
are implemented and reinvented in the use. Bring the awareness of the circus arts also involves
sharing the experience and the story of the professional path.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

L'Oeil de la Bête: With the Financial Support of Spectacle vivant en Bretagne
L'Oeil de la Bête
0:55 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A carousel, in the middle of the spectators, shows the fair. The
atmosphere is metallic, smoky and deserted. Eyes in the
shadow, arms torn off, exploded balloons, … And then bubble
of warm light, the smell of cotton candy come in like when a
feast happens: The three of them appear and disappear, so the
time stops. The woman cut in two, acrobats flying around, the
magician ogre, the junk trapeze artist, the flying man, The
featherd entertainer, …

As many strangs and offbeat acts presented by an unlikely trio.
In turn executioners, victims and accomplice the still laugh
themselves. They lack air and love. Their desire for freedom
goves them a new face. Looking for a diffirent place, a new light
at the end of the tunnel, … Without using any words – only
using poetry, carelessness and fantasy – the tell the story about
the circus, the magic and the fair. Full of frightening,
manipulation and seducing.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

22:15 h

7/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:45 h
22:15 h

7/1 L'Oeil de la Bête
7/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:45 h

7/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

22:15 h

H/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:45 h
22:15 h

H/1 L'Oeil de la Bête
H/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h
00:55 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:45 h

H/1 L'Oeil de la Bête

00:55 h

LaDinamo (1)
Spanje

www.ladinamo.cat

www.knimasch.de

LaDinamo is Funk on the Move - Music on Cycles. A unique band on wheels, breaking the mould.
LaDinamo performs a high-voltage moving concert and a frenetic street party to the rhythm of Funk.
An interactive show where the public can participate making every concert unique and different.
LaDinamo is a Funk band on wheels: a Catalan outdoor arts and music company.
They perform ‘Music on Cycles’, a moving street show, a Funk concert for all types of public.
The project began in 2014 when its creator Ander Condon decided to develop an original project
which covered various concepts: black music, street shows and the bicycle as a means of transport.
By autumn 2016 the show ‘Music on Cycles’ had consolidated itself in terms of format, image and
current repertoire with a presentation at MAC
(Mercè Arts de Carrer) and the Fira Mediterrània de Manresa. From then onwards the group
participated with great success at the main music and street art
festivals in Catalonia and Spain and also gained important international experience with
performances in France, UK, Belgium, Germany, Portugal and China.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Music On Cycles
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
LaDinamo’s funky show
In the middle of the village, a bike team appears suddenly. Like
a mirage, it seems a Tour de France stage, in the pure 70s style
of Eddy Merckx. The square fills with good music and
everybody starts to dance.
They are LaDinamo: musicians on cycles!
The shows have a frenetic and funny pace: they play
adaptations of funk and moving music themes, such as themes
from Daft Punk, James Brown, and Kool and the Gang.

LaDinamo: a singer, a guitarist, a bassist, the wind section, a
battery, and the sound system broom wagon; a pure explosion
of creativity and rhythm.
They play on fairs, celebrations, street shows, festivals, and any
type of outdoor events.
With LaDinamo, be ready to get a fun & funky time!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
16:15 h

2/1 Music On Cycles
3/2 Music On Cycles

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
16:15 h

2/1 Music On Cycles
3/2 Music On Cycles

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h

D/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h

D/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h

LaDinamo (2)
Spanje

www.ladinamo.cat

www.knimasch.de

LaDinamo is Funk on the Move - Music on Cycles. A unique band on wheels, breaking the mould.
LaDinamo performs a high-voltage moving concert and a frenetic street party to the rhythm of Funk.
An interactive show where the public can participate making every concert unique and different.
LaDinamo is a Funk band on wheels: a Catalan outdoor arts and music company.
They perform ‘Music on Cycles’, a moving street show, a Funk concert for all types of public.
The project began in 2014 when its creator Ander Condon decided to develop an original project
which covered various concepts: black music, street shows and the bicycle as a means of transport.
By autumn 2016 the show ‘Music on Cycles’ had consolidated itself in terms of format, image and
current repertoire with a presentation at MAC
(Mercè Arts de Carrer) and the Fira Mediterrània de Manresa. From then onwards the group
participated with great success at the main music and street art
festivals in Catalonia and Spain and also gained important international experience with
performances in France, UK, Belgium, Germany, Portugal and China.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Music On Cycles
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
LaDinamo’s funky show
In the middle of the village, a bike team appears suddenly. Like
a mirage, it seems a Tour de France stage, in the pure 70s style
of Eddy Merckx. The square fills with good music and
everybody starts to dance.
They are LaDinamo: musicians on cycles!
The shows have a frenetic and funny pace: they play
adaptations of funk and moving music themes, such as themes
from Daft Punk, James Brown, and Kool and the Gang.

LaDinamo: a singer, a guitarist, a bassist, the wind section, a
battery, and the sound system broom wagon; a pure explosion
of creativity and rhythm.
They play on fairs, celebrations, street shows, festivals, and any
type of outdoor events.
With LaDinamo, be ready to get a fun & funky time!

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

18:30 h
19:00 h

3/2 Music On Cycles
14/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

18:30 h
19:00 h

3/2 Music On Cycles
14/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

18:45 h

D/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

18:45 h

D/1 Music On Cycles

00:25 h

Les Ateliers Denino - Cie de l'Echelle
Frankrijk

www.compagnie-de-lechelle.com

In 1994 Compagnie de l'Echelle was born under the impulse of Bettina Vielhaber. After a theater
education in Germany, Bettina Vielhaber was destined to play clown. Along the way she came into
contact with the world of puppetry. She immediately saw the artistic expression possibilities: the
magic, the emotion, the life you breathe, the feelings, her own feelings and the dexterity of these little
dolls. Fascinated by the looks of children, she goes back to her childhood and builds shows. She
works with themes that are dear to her and that are also part of our memories, such as learning to
grow, accepting oneself, accepting difficulties, loving and learning that one day you have to leave.
Her path led her to India, where she will get to know other cultures. In 2001 she met dancer
Madeleine Candéla, with whom she learns all the subtleties of body language and who will
accompany her in all of her creations. This is the beginning of Compagnie de l'Echelle ... The
company will then join the Atelier Denino: a street company, with a different universe, a different
contact with the public, a rich experience and the possibility for new creations parallel to their own
work. This is the story of the Compagnie de l'Echelle, full of friends, encounters and love.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique Denino is a real machine with the
sound of a machine in a big box.
In an authentic miniature Italian theater of 700 chairs with
audience and their show. The room is full but every session
there are ten places left, from baths to chicken coops.
As in all theaters, everyone will have a different vision, but
wherever they live, we will hear the crowd and see the actors
play very well.

A theater with the recption, late customers, technicians at work,
shops, public entertainers, actors no more than three
centimeters high, and the applause.
So let your eyes discover a beautiful unique miniature world full
of poetry!

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
20:15 h

4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
4/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
20:15 h

E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique
E/3 Le Grand Théâtre Mécanique

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Les Malles
Zwitserland

https://www.compagnielesmalles.
com

Les Malles is a young company created in March 2016 by pupperteer Romain Guex and dancer
Céline Fellay. They aim to bring an combination of puppetry, gestural theater and dance. Their first
creation ‘MANTO’ had already been performed over 80 times on various festivals. Multidisciplinarity
is a driving force in their creative process. The meeting of the diffirent universes opens new artistic
proposals, amplifies the expression and plays with the contrasts of bodies. The creative process is
at the service of the universe, an emotion or a story. Curiuos about life stories, traditions, exchanges
and in conncection with the experiences. Les Malles try to exchange with diffirent audiences, bring
new discoveries and allow us to adapt.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

New landscapes, new encounters, anecdotes, sensations and descriptions of the places visited will
bring new perspectives to the artistic approach.

Manto
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Georges and Victoria lovers and accomplices evolve with age,
as touching as offbeat, they initiate a refection on the passing
time. Together, they age and find space – to show a moment
from their youth - with the help of their manipulators by offering
a delicate moment of life between poetry, dance and
entertainment.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

13/1 Manto
13/1 Manto

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

13/1 Manto
13/1 Manto

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

N/2 Manto
N/2 Manto

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

N/2 Manto
N/2 Manto

00:30 h
00:30 h

lize blauw
België

https://www.lizeblauw.com

Lize Verlooy aka Lize BLAUW is a freelance artist and performer. Driven by her fascination for
natural processes and the deeper mechanics of life, she started digging in the alchemy of ceramics
and its geological principles. Creating lavas and melted earth … In search for the mechanics and the
deeper flux of life, always looking for the soul in things, she creates multi-media sculptures and
installations, assemblings that mixes multiple techniques into cinematic installations.
Recylced fairytales fusing mythology, archetypes and animism with contemporary thematics. An
artistic shamanic ritual Interactive and open for dialogue.
After finishing a Master in Ceramics at PHIKO in Hasselt in 1995, she continued a long traject
crossing many other disciplines and collaborations. Textile, figure theater, drawing, lighting technics
…the urge to learn is a state of mind in adaptability. Her works appeared in several Europian cities ,
Robodock Amsterdam , Bifff Brussel ,Rdece Zora in Slovenia
In 2010 Liza started collaborating with circus, theater and music. Since 2011 she became a partner in
crime in Post.TRAUM collective. More recently she developed a wide range of life visuals in ‘The
Arch’ in Genk. Since a couple of years she involved in the collectiveness of the musical constellation
‘Planete concrète‘ Not as a creature but as Number 78.3.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

cave of glass MFX3.1
3:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Cave of Glass is an alternative contemporary interpretation of
Plato s ‘ Allegory of the cave’ .
It is flat screen type of image , an interactive light installation
projecting its inside on
the outer glass frame.
A brewery that plays with the perceptual confusion of reality.

Here prisoners are no longer chained but act in a ritualistic
surgery dyging into the nucleus of life.
Exploring amazonian forests and the enigmatic fragilety of
life .
It s an all round installation during the whole evening and
contains a small raw liquid performance.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
6/1 cave of glass MFX3.1

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

03:00 h

6/1 cave of glass MFX3.1

rain program
day

duration

03:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Lucas Escobedo Company
Spanje

www.lucasescobedo.com

The company is created in 2011 by Lucas Escobedo. This Spanish artist starts his career as a
juggler. Later, he studies acting, specialising in masks, puppetry and objects theatre. His wide
experience in performing arts gets him to direct his own shows as well as directing for other
companies. In 2011 he founds his company, initially called Lucas Locus, with his first show
“Boiiiing”, a juggling act with bouncing balls. In 2015 he presents his first long show, “Room 801”,
co-directed by Piero Steiner, Joan Cusó and himself. In 2018 The Handymen, a comedy show with
expressive masks, premieres in the Feria de Artistas Callejeros Umore Azoka de Leioa.
As a juggler, he wins the Carpa de Plata 2016 and the Prize from the Chile Producers and Circus
Artists Association in La Habana Circuba Festival, followed by a tour of over 40 performances all
around the Central American country.
He combines his personal projects with other collaborations with other companies such as the
circus company Nueveuno Circo, Circo de los Horrores, Teatro Circo Price and Cía. La Debacle.
As a director, he’s been charged to conduct the new production of Teatro Escalante. He’s also the
director of La Trocola Circ, Cía.Aérea de Teatro and he collaborated with Acrob{cia Mínima, Bot
Project, Cía. Alodeya, Don Davel.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The Handimen
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The Handymen are in the neighbourhood. They are equipped
with everything necessary to fix anything. A whole life
dedicated to maintenance services has turned them into true
professional handymen, an infallible pair forged over the years
through their job which they exhibit very proudly. In
comparison, MacGyver is quite the amateur.

Don’t be carried along by the first impression though. Their art
might not just reside in fixing things. Many surprises await
behind those aprons, those toolboxes, that old radio cassette
player, the ladder they carry or their working boots.
The Handymen offer an absurd sense of humour full of tumbles,
magical moments, funny choreographies and scenes filled with
tenderness for the audience’s delight. Go out in the streets and
look for them. You might find them anywhere up to their old
tricks.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:15 h

14/1 The Handimen
5/1 The Handimen
5/1 The Handimen

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:15 h

14/1 The Handimen
5/1 The Handimen
5/1 The Handimen

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:15 h

K/1 The Handimen
A/1 The Handimen
A/1 The Handimen

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:15 h

K/1 The Handimen
A/1 The Handimen
A/1 The Handimen

00:25 h
00:25 h
00:25 h

Maleta Company
Ierland

www.maletacompany.com

Maleta Company is an Irish based contemporary circus company, the company uses juggling,
manipulation and the body as a base to construct languages in which they can explore aspects of
human condition.
First formed in 2013, the company continues to experience, explore and share our vision of circus,
poetry and performance.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

"Juggling is a language"

Tunnel
0:30 h
Inspired and mostly created within a tunnel; Alex Allison and
Jonas Schiffauer meet in their naïve vision of a better world.
Inspired by greatness, with the desire to rise among their
forefathers. They stumble upon the everyday
challenge to show their personal ideals, peculiarities and
fears. a juggling show about the genius of the impossible and
the belief in imagination.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:45 h

16/1 Tunnel
16/1 Tunnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:45 h

16/1 Tunnel
16/1 Tunnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:45 h

P/1 Tunnel
P/1 Tunnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:45 h

P/1 Tunnel
P/1 Tunnel

00:30 h
00:30 h

men in back company
Duitsland

www.meninback.com

Welcome to the backfacing reality of men in back!
Side by side - back to back - "men in back" share humorous and exciting tales from their skewed
lives; lives which always seem to be a bit upside-down.
Perfect illusion, surprising characters and stories captivate and fascinate the audience of national
and international festivals and events.
Gisela, Manfred, Jacques Baguette and many other characters make people of all age laugh,
astonish and inspires them.
The shows fit both, adults and children; some are clean and some are absolutely not! Alcohol, tinder
and party!
We also produce customized shows for your company, private celebrations, Gala, ...
At well-known international festival "haifakids" 2017 (Israel) the show „Jacques Baguette“ won the
award of excellence.
The jury writes:
(award for) originality, fascinating idea, virtuosic pantomime, great humor, amazing and hypnotic
hands work and delightfull dialog without any word.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Jacques Baguettes
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
the superstar of baker's craft, is everybody's darling!
Charming, conceited and blessed with unbelievable show
talent, he has an enthusiastic fan community. Part of this is also
Jens-Olaf, knowing all the baker's books by heart and dreaming
his biggest dream: to meet Jacques Baguette personally!
But he would never expect a meeting ending up like this…
At well-known international festival "haifakids" 2017 (Israel) the
show „Jacques Baguette“ won the award of excellence.

Butterfly* - your dating back
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Gisela, 37, Berlin-Kreuzkölln. Loves drinks and party.
Gisela is constantly searching, again and again. She loves the
explosive party life of Berlin. For ever and ever.
Manfred, 45, Berlin-Spandau. Loves quiet and cosy moments.
Manfred’s been searching for a long time. But his hope will
never die. He always gives everything, has clear conception.
What can you expect from this date? Be surprised!
Fun and party? Guaranteed!
Love? See yourself.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

17:00 h
19:00 h

21/1 Jacques Baguettes
21/1 Jacques Baguettes

00:35 h
00:35 h

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

21/1 Jacques Baguettes
21/1 Jacques Baguettes
21/1 Jacques Baguettes

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:00 h
19:00 h

Q/1 Jacques Baguettes
Q/1 Jacques Baguettes

00:35 h
00:35 h

14:45 h
17:00 h
19:00 h

Q/1 Jacques Baguettes
Q/1 Jacques Baguettes
Q/1 Jacques Baguettes

00:35 h
00:35 h
00:35 h

Mi Santa Company
Spanje

misantacompany.com

PAULA BASSO: In 1996, she began her artistic training with the most recognized professional dance
teachers and clowns of Argentina. In 2002, she ventures into circus world, being part of the circus
company “LaArena“ directed by Gerardo Hochman.
She forms indifferent disciplines such asR amka, aerial silk and Chinese pole, and shes pecializes in
fixed and duo trapeze. Then, she start her personal work with trapeze, which results in her creation,
“CRUDA“, that forms part of “Contigo me voy“.
MARTIN SAMANNA: Martín Samanna began his experience in circus in 2005, training in the most
recognized schools of Argentina.
Since 2007 up to now, he´s travelled throughout Argentina, and several other countries, such as
Colombia, Mexico, Canada, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, developing different shows, along with
companies like “LaArena” directed by Gerardo Hochman, or “Innovacirco”.
Besides CYR Wheel, he specializes on acrobatic floor, and other disciplines, as chinese pole and
troup. At present, he presents his latest work “Alumen“, which forms part of “Contigo me voy“.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Contigo me voy
0:25 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Two human beings, sharing their universes.
The intersection of two lives, trying to make one,
the simple, theuncomfortable, the repetitive, the unachievable
things.
Blocked wishes intending to arise and confronting the
expected.
Accompanying themselves in loneliness.
Different but together.

A twenty five minutes length show,
Two Spanish-Argentine artist, with more than ten years
experience working on stages.
Using acrobatic technics mixed with trapeze, cyr wheel and
their artistic universe.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:45 h
19:00 h

6/1 Contigo me voy
6/1 Contigo me voy

00:25 h
00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:45 h
19:00 h

6/1 Contigo me voy
6/1 Contigo me voy

00:25 h
00:25 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:45 h

D/1 Contigo me voy

00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:45 h

D/1 Contigo me voy

00:25 h

Mimo Huenchulaf
Spanje

www.conmuchoarte.net

DEIVY RUIZ
Born in Viña del Mar, Chile, in1986. Today living in Madrid, Spain.
During his childhood, he lived surrounded by the world of the street art.
His mother had a candy business in a park where all seasons came mimes, clowns, puppeteers,
jugglers and all kinds of artists. It was thanks to this, that one day he decided to devote himself to
the art of mime street.
Alreay fourteen years of work, traveling through Latin America and Europe. The first four years he
did a self taught career, until he could make his studies at the “International Gestual Theater School
Nouveau Colombier” directed by Jose Piris, a direct disciple of Marcel Marceau.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

“I am not an acrobat nor a juggler, but as a mime I try everything.”
- Mimo Huenchulaf

Anything can happen
0:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Anything Can Happen
“A smile changes your life”
In this show Huenchulaf tries to make time pass in a different
way. That is why he plays in different ways with people in order
to transform the public, vehicles, animals and every element
that is in the place in his own travel companions. A travel to a
world without fear or limits, where anything can
happen

In the show the different disciplines of classical mime,
contemporary mime, street mime, acrobatics and clowning are
mixed. Elements and techniques of juggling and manipulation
are also used. The intention is to improvise with the public and
all objects that are available, making the show always in a new,
fresh, different way.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:30 h

14/1 Anything can happen
14/1 Anything can happen
14/1 Anything can happen

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:30 h

14/1 Anything can happen
14/1 Anything can happen
14/1 Anything can happen

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:30 h

N/1 Anything can happen
N/1 Anything can happen
N/1 Anything can happen

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:30 h

N/1 Anything can happen
N/1 Anything can happen
Anything can happen

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Minusmal Puppets
Spanje

www.minusmal.net

A string puppet in the Ramblas of Barcelona in June 2003 fascinates them with the beauty of
animating the inanimate. Emotions are transformed into ideas, and from that idea a dream arises.
And the dream is coming true…
Minusmal was born as a company at the beginning of 2007. That is when The Yellow Sofa was
released, a “titrimusical show for everyone and for anyone….” And in 2010 Clara was born, a street
adaption of a fragment of the previous work. Since then Clara has toured stages throughout Europe,
Turkey and Korea among others.
They believe that puppets have a magical touch that easily removes the child we all carry inside, and
to which they want to awaken with sensitivity, poetry and some reflections. Struggling against the
established dogma that relates puppets to children´s theater.
Minusmal is the result of the work in body and soul of Raimon Ruiz and of a whole human team that
has collaborated in each of its projects based on information, advice, support and enthusiasm, and
that are part of the heard of the company.
At the moment, the dream continues…

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

NIL
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
We constantly face situations to solve. We look for pieces that
fit or try to find the right steps to solve them as if they were a
puzzle.
However, the same problems and the same situations are
repeated again and again, and sometimes we feel trapped like a
labyrinth without an exit. With intelligence or intuition we
manage to unravel the ball in which we feel entangled. Most
often, the simplest is the most accurate.

Nil is a metaphor for each person facing themselves, a journey
through different ways of dealing with a problem and how to
manage frustration and restlessness without losing hope.
A puppeteer and a puppet trying to solve a riddle, a puzzle. A
peculiar relationship where the line is diluted between who is
who. A show of details where the gesture is sought as a
language to convey emotions in a musical poetic journey.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

17:00 h
19:00 h

17/1 NIL
17/1 NIL

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

17:00 h
19:00 h

17/1 NIL
17/1 NIL

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

17:00 h
19:00 h

O/1 NIL
O/1 NIL

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

17:00 h
19:00 h

O/1 NIL
O/1 NIL

00:20 h
00:20 h

Moving Fire Arts
België

www.MovingFireArts.com

Are you looking for exceptional fire shows, walk acts or customized entertainment for your event?
MOVING FIRE ARTS has a varied range of shows and animation acts, suitable for divers audience
and different kinds of events, from street performing to classy, indoors and outdoors.
The unique feature of Moving Fire Arts is the theatrical and stage friendly approach. Their wellchoreographed and highly refined shows, represent a whole of fire- and visual arts, dance, theater
and acrobatics. The story line, stage characters, amazing skills and fire effects contribute to a ‘Total
performance’.
Moving Fire Arts is located in Belgium, city of Antwerp, and collaborates with international artists.
Next to the whole range of shows, MFA also offers workshops in AcroYoga, hula hooping, stage
presence and movement .

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Glance of Baroque
0:15 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

Glance of Baroque is a refined and acrobatic fire theater in
Baroque style. It’s a mimic story about the beautiful music of
Vivaldi. An intimate and hilarious character game alternates
with acrobatic and uplifting fire choreographies.

Theatrum Movere
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A new act of MovingFireArts. It goes back to the times of
Commedia dell’Arte. This theatrical gang walks through the
streets. Sometimes they stop to perform their act for young and
old. Stilt walkers, unicycles, acrobats, fire artists and a ballet
dancer take you to the period of Commedia dell’Arte. The acts
are interactive, visual and humorous, with great care for makeup and costumes.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

21:00 h
22:45 h

5/1 Theatrum Movere
3/1 Glance of Baroque

00:30 h
00:15 h

18:45 h
21:00 h
22:45 h

5/1 Theatrum Movere
5/1 Theatrum Movere
3/1 Glance of Baroque

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:15 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Natural Living
België

www.naturalliving.be

Jean-Louis Muller makes installations, living wickerwork and organizes workshops with willow
branches.
After several years of gardening, he discovered the possibilities of willow braiding. He attended
several courses and got in touch with a passionate teacher who showed him the world of willow.
This is where his ‘Natural Living’ story starts. Old Celtic rituals inspired him to build something with
pruning wood. Toghether with some friends, Jean-Louis decided to make sculptures in honor of the
midsummer night. Afterwords they set the work on fire. By doing so, they developed their own
techniques. They became wiser. Sculpture after sculpture. Their creations became more and more
impressive.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Maatwerk voor buiten

The group creates customized outdoor work (organic
sculptures, abstract works, outdoor decoration,…) and
customized indoor work (lightning, baskets, interior objects).
Static or movable, in all shapes and sizes. They listen to your
wishes and offer you a customized total project. Their strength
is their creativity, quality and a personal approach!

Workshop
The willow hangs, drapes the ground,
dances to a tune unheard in the hum of cars and lorries,
in the commotion of people passing in a hurry,
barely noticing anything more
than the phones tapped with fingers & thumbs.
But I notice,
I see it all,
the dance on display,
the symbol of sanity I need today.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

21:00 h
21:00 h

3/4 Maatwerk voor buiten
4/1 Maatwerk voor buiten

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
21:00 h

4/1 Workshop
3/4 Maatwerk voor buiten

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h

4/1 Workshop

rain program

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h

E/3 Workshop

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h

E/3 Workshop

duration

Pantao
Duitsland

www.pantao.de

PANTAO was founded in 1998 by Dorothee Molitor who is the artistic soul and creator of the
puppets, masks and costumes, which all celebrate the vital life-force in nature and human hearts.
With elaborate skills and the assistance of her husband and artist Markus Eisolt she has created a
wide range of Walking-Acts. Playfull actors, dancers and acrobats complete the group to bring these
beings to life all around Germany and neighbouring countries.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Performing with giant puppets as Pan, golden Dragon and white Deer, Dreamlight Carriers with
fantastic huge lanterntrees, new species brought to life like the stunning Birdtrees, gorgeous
elemental beeings on stilts as Sun and Moon, Water and Fire, celebrating the seasons with BlossomFairy, Wood-Elf, Pumpkin-Woman and Snowflake-Fairy.
PANTAO plays on streetfestivals, galas, city-events, shows and parades.
Blütenlicht & Flamme
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Walking act with lantern trees, music and interaction by "giving
away" blossommlights.
Carrying huge Lantern-Trees they can be seen from far away,
and as they come closer spherical sounds create a magic
space. Now face them eye to eye and experience the lyrical and
romantic atmosphere under these beautiful coloured lanters
swaying softly above your head. Maybe a lightful dream finds a
place in your soul and a deep wish right from your heart enters
a light and will shine out to the world.

White Deer & Forestelf
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Walking act of a huge Deer figure with a puppet-elf-rider
acompanied with Stilt walking "Forest-Elf", music.
Leaded by a curious Forst-Elf a huge white deer with his elfish
Rider Finn Feder is wandering through the world of humans.
Their presence is magic and amazing and brings a special kind
of calmness and gentleness into the audience.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h

5/1 Blütenlicht & Flamme

00:45 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
21:00 h

14/1 White Deer & Forestelf
5/1 Blütenlicht & Flamme

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

14/1 White Deer & Forestelf

00:45 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:30 h

E/2 Blütenlicht & Flamme

00:45 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
21:30 h

K/1 White Deer & Forestelf
E/2 Blütenlicht & Flamme

00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h

K/1 White Deer & Forestelf

00:45 h

Peter Gusta & Nila Hoop
België

www.fiammifero.be

Peter Gusta and Nila Hoop have both been busy for more than 10 years with fire shows and other
animations on a professional level. They have followed each other's work for at least 5 years with
admiration and appreciation. It was only a matter of time before the first collaboration would come.
In the autumn of 2017 their first performance premiered. Fiammifero (Italian for match) was a fact.
Peter Gusta has already participated twice with his organisation Street Theater Krijmfresj. The first
time with their mini mentalism theater 'Chapiteau Charlatan' and later with the Fire Spectacle
Mondria.
Nila Hoop has got a lot of experience. For 10 years she has been very committed to the fire collective
'De Vuurmeesters', a fixed value in Ypres. In 2015 she also played here as a performer in the fire
show Aurora Tornalis.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Fiammifero
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In this fire show, fire-eater Peter Gusta and Nila Hoop bring a
soft ode to the magic of fire. In a story about love and
infatuation, about softness and passion, Peter and Nila know
how to combine the power of fire with the elegance of dance.
The show contains a lot of high-quality fire techniques
including: fire spitting, fire, fire whip, rope dart, fire hoops and
much more. This fire show has adapted lighting and
programmed flamethrower.

They provide all the technology themselves. (music installation,
computer controlled lighting and flame throwers)

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:15 h
9/1 Fiammifero
22:30 h
9/1 Fiammifero
21:15 h
22:30 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

00:20 h
00:20 h

9/1 Fiammifero
9/1 Fiammifero

rain program
day

duration

00:20 h
00:20 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Pikzpalace
België

www.pikzpalace.be

Pikzpalace was founded by Greet Verhoeven and Eric Peeters, soon they work together with theater
and improvisation veteran Alain Rinckhout.
Their idiosyncratic and hilarious performances are always a hit.
Enthusiastic and passionate friends who are proud of their acts and have made their international
breakthrough in 2013.
With their productions they have been touring Europe and beyond for years and at the big
international festivals they conquer the audience with their absurd humor.
In 2016 they discovered the brilliantly talented Wouter Bories, now permanent artist in the company.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Bij Jos & Maria
0:45 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux

A newborn leaves no one cold. Especially as the baby shines
with holiness from his first breath.
Let a beautiful angel show you the path, and let yourself be
photographed for eternity.
Continuous representations (2 to 3 minutes).

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

4/3 Bij Jos & Maria
4/3 Bij Jos & Maria
4/3 Bij Jos & Maria

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

4/3 Bij Jos & Maria
4/3 Bij Jos & Maria
4/3 Bij Jos & Maria

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

E/3 Bij Jos & Maria
E/3 Bij Jos & Maria
E/3 Bij Jos & Maria

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
16:30 h
18:00 h

E/3 Bij Jos & Maria
E/3 Bij Jos & Maria
E/3 Bij Jos & Maria

00:45 h
00:45 h
00:45 h

Potaufeutheatre
België

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Turista la demangeaison du voyageur
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
In front of you, this tourist will try the impossible: to travel
alone, without assistance, without agency, without insurance ...
Turista tells the story about his travels around the world
trought a living and delirious travel diary. Each situation
becomes hilarious: mount a spirited tent, fold a map in the
wind, taste the local drink of a tribe ... This globetrotting clown
takes us into his funny and poetic universe, far from clichés
and the beaten path of humor.

Bones parade
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In height, two strange characters. They parade with quiet steps
from the top of their 2 m 50 and 2 m 90. They represent the
reign of the air. On the ground, characters with fish skeleton
heads, they represent the reign of water. Still on the ground, 3
musicians with heads of skeletons of primates, they represent
the reign of earth, they put the atmosphere sometimes festive
by taking the public in a frenzy dancing; it is the joyous part of
the celebration to the dead.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h

14/1 Bones parade
5/1 Bones parade

00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h

14/1 Bones parade
5/1 Bones parade

00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

17:15 h

A/1 Bones parade

00:30 h

17:15 h

A/1 Bones parade

00:30 h

14/04/2019

Ree
Japan

www.reevere.com

Ree is a performance artist. She can dance and paint in pointe shoe.
She started this performance from her imagination of the colors spreading while dancing.
She performed it at many art and company events in Japan and also collaborated with many types of
artists. The works that were painted have a theme, for example, “The whirlpool” and “The galaxy”
and so on. This is an abstract of arc lines. But she can create any lines like straight lines and dots
by changing her movement.
Then, she also paints flowers, trees, birds, fish, and characters.
Finished paintings were described as if they were alive, and a lot of people were moved by it.
She also dances on-stage and in music videos, and designs fashion and interior.
Ree appeared on a TV show called “Design Code”. She performed at a New York exhibit
“JAPANISM” and at a Tokyo event related-TED “TEDx Meiji university”. Also, she was a part of
“Festa Scramble” an event for animal protection that she had performed and received “The Foreign
Minister’s Award”. She also joined “Asia Creative Art Exhibition” at the National Art Center in Tokyo.
Ree belongs to the talent agency “RPG entertainment” and “Japan Performance art Association”.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Pointe shoe painting
0:25 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
The performance is done on canvas.
Ree uses large papers and canvases spread out on the floor.
The size is between 2.5m by 2.5m and 4m by 4m.
When she performs, Ree paints the canvas with her feet and
hands. She dips her toe and throw and drop paint on the
canvas as she dances.
When she touches paint with her body, beautiful colors and
vivid lines are splattered across the canvas freeing her heart
and soul.

The lines, dots and arcs portray the dancer’s, Her, breath,
rhythm and the length of her arms and legs.
The dance’s movement, energy and life are evident in the final
painting.
This dynamic painting expresses the joy of following pure
curiosity and being true toherself.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h

5/1 Pointe shoe painting

00:25 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h

5/1 Pointe shoe painting

00:25 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

16:15 h

B/1 Pointe shoe painting

00:25 h

16:15 h

B/1 Pointe shoe painting

00:25 h

14/04/2019

Ron Jaluai vzw
België

www.ronjaluai.be

Ron Jaluai is active in the world of streettheater for more than 15 years! He wants to surprice and
amaze the public all the time…and wants them to leave the pitch with a big smile! During the past he
created fixed and mobile acts. Last years, he contentrates on the development of acts that grip to the
heart.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

de Never gezien BUBBLEmachien
3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Ron Jaluai transforms the environment into a megabubble
festival! At full power his ‘Never Seen Bubble Machine’
produces…500 000 soap bells per minute! Amazing! The
landscape, playing surface, space will be transofrmed into a sky
full of bubbles!
100% guarantee for smiling, happy an surprised faces.
Sometimes the public dances underneath the bubbles! Take
your mobile phone to make a photograpf… everybody wants to
capture this moment!!

Magical music makes the atmosphere complete. The show can
be brought to both darkness (fully illuminated) and daylight!
The goal is to create an atmosphere that brings everyone back
to his/hir childhood… an unseen decor that will turn a smile on
everybody’s face!

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:00 h

3/4 de Never gezien BUBBLEmachien

03:00 h

21:00 h

3/4 de Never gezien BUBBLEmachien

03:00 h

15:30 h

3/4 de Never gezien BUBBLEmachien

03:00 h

13/04/2019

14/04/2019

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Atlantis
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Atlantis
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Light-art installation.
Twelve luminous human figures wade through the water ... they
come from a different world ... they are on their way through a
particularly illuminated environment ... do they have a goal? ...
are they nomads ... a human figure is waiting for them ... his
elements are water and fire ... is he the missing link between the
wading figures and their goal ...

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/3 Atlantis

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

10/3 Atlantis

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Hypercube
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Hypercube
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Three-dimensional Waterscreen Projection
A hyperkube is a figure in geometry, it is the analog of a twodimensional square and a three-dimensional cube. Projecting
this figure on a water screen creates a three-dimensional figure
that seems to rotate freely in space.
PROJECT BY SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
9/3 Hypercube

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

9/3 Hypercube

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Landscapes Atelier Haute Cuisine
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Molly
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Landscape with art: luminous sheep.
The cloned sheep Dolly gave us the inspiration to clone sheep
ourselves. It is a small herd that is grazing in their pasture. The
luminous polyester images, complemented by sounds of
bleating sheep, create a magical atmosphere that is
recognizable to everyone.

Light and Art
PROJECT BY HAUTE CUISINE AND SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/2 Molly

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

10/2 Molly

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Landscapes Georges Cuvillier
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Landscape with bamboo
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Landscape with art.
In function of specific projects, we will reinforce and enlarge
existing landscapes, add accents. We do this by means of video
projection (mapping the trees, mapping the floor), adding art
(for example the sculptures by Monique Donckers), highlighting
and accentuating specific trees, adding decoration and working
with fire decoration.

landscapes creation & - decoration
PROJECT BY SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/3 Landscape with bamboo

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

10/3 Landscape with bamboo

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Landscapes Merlin Spie
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Landscape
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Landscape with art.
In function of specific projects, we will reinforce and enlarge
existing landscapes, add accents. We do this by means of video
projection (mapping the trees, mapping the floor), adding art
(for example the sculptures by Monique Donckers), highlighting
and accentuating specific trees, adding decoration and working
with fire decoration.

landscapes creation & - decoration
PROJECT BY SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/2 Landscape

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

10/2 Landscape

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Landscapes Monique Donckers
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Landscape
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Landscape with art.
In function of specific projects, we will reinforce and enlarge
existing landscapes, add accents. We do this by means of video
projection (mapping the trees, mapping the floor), adding art
(for example the sculptures by Monique Donckers), highlighting
and accentuating specific trees, adding decoration and working
with fire decoration.

landscapes creation & - decoration
PROJECT BY SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/3 Landscape

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

10/3 Landscape

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - Promotheus meets Poseidon
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

Prometheus meets Poseidon
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Water and fire performance with Flyboard.
The water spectacle starts with a ritual fire spectacle with Taiko
drummers and hang drums and fire performers. Prometheus is
preparing to hand over his fire. Poseidon is called up and
appears. The fire show turns into a water spectacle where
Poseidon (on Flyboard) picks up Prometheus with fire and they
go up to the air up to 16 meters high ...

PROJECT BY FLYBOARD VLAANDEREN AND SACRED
PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon
21:45 h
10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon
22:30 h
10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon
21:00 h
21:45 h
22:30 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon
10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon
10/4 Prometheus meets Poseidon

rain program
day

duration

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Sacred Places - theFIFTHelement
België

www.sacredplaces.be

Sacred Places is a stage, where men and women, skills and disciplines are brought together.
Starting from ‘a dream’ or ‘a particular idea’, we create with this 'ensemble' a unique project on an
inspiring location.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Sacred Places conceives original concepts and creates made-to-measure multidisciplinary projects.
In inspiring locations they develop events and comprehensive productions with professionals and
amateurs from various disciplines. They are open to collaborate with local participants.

“theFIFTHelement”
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Light art installation.
Five orbs - five elements. They move separately and
autonomously. When order arises, they find each other, and
reinforce each other, they first form a pentagon, before joining
the central sphere, creating a light pulse that enters the space,
searching for ...
The Light Installation is an ode to the 1997 science-fiction
action movie of Luc Besson.

the FIFTH element - light installation
PROJECT BY SACRED PLACES

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
9/3 “theFIFTHelement”

21:00 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

02:00 h

9/3 “theFIFTHelement”

rain program
day

duration

02:00 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Siegfried & Joy
Duitsland

www.siegfriedundjoy.de

The Berlin disco magicians, who are known for their creative explosions in the service of the art of
magic and for destroying all magic show clichés, will amaze the audience again and again.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Siegfried & Joy started 2016 with their Magic Show. They met in a magic shop in berlin and took over
the german theaters in storm. Since then their favorite gigs in summer are Open Air Festivals. After
their debut at Tête à Tête festival in Rastatt, they are ready fort he streets of Belgium!

Magic Show
0:30 h

A Magic show with a lot sense of humor and stunning illusions.
They also Dance, to cool Music, interact with the Audience and
don’t hurt any animals. Perfect fort he whole family!

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

15:15 h
17:30 h

16/1 Magic Show
16/1 Magic Show

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:45 h

16/1 Magic Show

00:30 h

17:30 h

16/1 Magic Show

00:30 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

15:15 h
17:30 h

O/1 Magic Show
O/1 Magic Show

00:30 h
00:30 h

14:45 h

O/1 Magic Show

00:30 h

17:30 h

O/1 Magic Show

00:30 h

Snoepsnoetjes
België

Sylvie Vasbinder is a child caretaker in a nursery and in her secondary profession she provides color
at parties and events for private individuals and businesses.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Experience? Of course, among others. numerous business activities, film premieres and
Tomorrowland, Ikea, Mediamarkt, Carnival association Wulloks Oostende, Fandag Club Brugge,
Ostend at Anchor, Entry of the Saint in Ostend, etc ..., but also many family occasions and parties.
I also have a creepy touch, always handy for the last period of Halloween.
I’m also specialised in belly painting, an unforgettable souvenir for the pregnant ladies.

grime/ facepainting
3:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Grime, face painting, make-up, ... Sylvie paints people, big and
small. Both simple and fast, detailed and personalized designs
are possible. Her creative mind is constantly looking for
innovative techniques and that just adds a little extra ....
sometimes with a creepy touch ...
... or a nice belly painting as an unforgettable souvenir for
pregnant women.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

3/2 grime/ facepainting
3/2 grime/ facepainting

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

3/2 grime/ facepainting
3/2 grime/ facepainting

03:00 h
03:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

A/1 grime/ facepainting
A/1 grime/ facepainting

03:00 h
03:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:00 h
17:30 h

A/1 grime/ facepainting
A/1 grime/ facepainting

03:00 h
03:00 h

Stefan Paridaen & Piet Kusters
België

www.stefanparidaen.be

Stefan Paridaen was born in 1987 in Wilrijk. In 2007 he won the first title of Belgian champion
juggling. In 2012 he founded "Street Theater Krijmfresj" together with Peter Gusta. Just over 20 years
old, a new interest popped up: mentalism. In 2015, with Kurt Demey, he became Belgian champion of
mentalism and was finalist in the popular TV program Belgium's Got Talent. In 2017-2018 he created
the performance Eureka with mentalist Piet Kusters. In 2018 a new street theater performance will be
developed around the Talent theme. Got Talent? is the new promising family show for street theater.
Piet Kusters was born in 1992 in Hasselt. At the age of fourteen he shocked his best friends with
films in which he began to sniff up paper clips through his nose. In 2013, Piet Kusters entered the
StuBru website with a legendary video on Pukkelpop. A year later, he was picked up by the wellknown VRT program Everyone Famous, where he was allowed to play the regular section 'De
Tovenaar' for a whole season. In 2017 he surprised the jury of Belgium's Got Talent with nothing
more than a small cube. Because of that success, he put the focus on mentalism. He recently worked
with Stefan Paridaen on new and unseen street theater. He is preparing his first solo performance.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Got Talent?
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
In "Got Talent?" the audience is looking at a recording of a new
television format.
The public always chooses (from 30 different acts) what talents
the presenters have to show, but they are also the jury. A look
behind the scenes of a TV show where nothing is what it seems.

A reflection on the true identity of talent, the sensation of the
audience, the multitalents on our screen and the sense of talent
hunts, but above all a humorous,
visual and interactive show with an unforgettable ending when
(spoiler allert) a child from the audience develops a talent that
he / she did not know she had.
A collaboration between Piet Kusters and Stefan Paridaen. Both
Finalists of the popular TV program Belgium's Got Talent.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

duration

16:00 h

21/4 Got Talent?

00:40 h

18:00 h

21/4 Got Talent?

00:40 h

16:15 h
18:00 h

21/4 Got Talent?
21/4 Got Talent?

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

16:00 h

Q/2 Got Talent?

00:40 h

18:00 h

Q/2 Got Talent?

00:40 h

16:15 h
18:00 h

Q/2 Got Talent?
Q/2 Got Talent?

00:40 h
00:40 h

14/04/2019

Swoolish-garage (1)
Nederland

www.swoolish-garage.nl

Swoolish garage. What’s in a name? One thing is for sure. Swoolish garage is not a real garage for
repearing cars. The oly thing they fix is the atmosphere. They build installations, musical living
rooms, theatrical wellness, baths on wheels, rock & roll vespa's or even a a fountain of rubber
ducks! Everything (shape, color, material) is fused into the right setting to create a special
atmosphere. Swoolish garage has existed for more than 10 years and worked together with several
partners: especially theater and music festivals in their own country and abroad.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The Swoolish garage is run by Daan & Milena.

The Voodoo petrol Club
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
An artist café in style. The club is an exclusive place for artists,
its backstage and is not for everyone. The things that happen in
this special night club-… stay within. It will be the perfect "from
dusk till dawn ”rock & roll night club in an intimate set-up. A
small circus tent for only a few, a freak-wild-dead-animalgasoline-whiskey-cocktail-spirits circus bar.
a skull&vinyl -smoke dj-booth. Exotic, wild, garage, taboo, ska,
rock&roll music. With drinks chemicals and spirits that are
unknown. Everything is possible in this night club.

K-veewagen terras
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
K-cattle car terrace
K-cattle car Theatre & Terrace: mooing fun!
Europe has a new theater & stage: a scania jewel from ’71 and a
totally refurbished cattle wagon from '61. Renewed and
modernized, while maintaining the old layout and atmosphere.
The possibilities with this combination are diverse: An intimate
theater in the trailer -A cozy bar in the front of the trailer -A
stepped terrace against it of 9m x 6m ... The combination can
also be a podium of 9m X 6m.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club

04:00 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h
20:15 h

4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club
4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club
4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h

4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club
4/2 The Voodoo petrol Club

04:00 h
04:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Swoolish-garage (2)
Nederland

www.swoolish-garage.nl

Swoolish garage. What’s in a name? One thing is for sure. Swoolish garage is not a real garage for
repearing cars. The oly thing they fix is the atmosphere. They build installations, musical living
rooms, theatrical wellness, baths on wheels, rock & roll vespa's or even a a fountain of rubber
ducks! Everything (shape, color, material) is fused into the right setting to create a special
atmosphere. Swoolish garage has existed for more than 10 years and worked together with several
partners: especially theater and music festivals in their own country and abroad.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

The Swoolish garage is run by Daan & Milena.

The Voodoo petrol Club
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
An artist café in style. The club is an exclusive place for artists,
its backstage and is not for everyone. The things that happen in
this special night club-… stay within. It will be the perfect "from
dusk till dawn ”rock & roll night club in an intimate set-up. A
small circus tent for only a few, a freak-wild-dead-animalgasoline-whiskey-cocktail-spirits circus bar.
a skull&vinyl -smoke dj-booth. Exotic, wild, garage, taboo, ska,
rock&roll music. With drinks chemicals and spirits that are
unknown. Everything is possible in this night club.

K-veewagen terras
4:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
K-cattle car terrace
K-cattle car Theatre & Terrace: mooing fun!
Europe has a new theater & stage: a scania jewel from ’71 and a
totally refurbished cattle wagon from '61. Renewed and
modernized, while maintaining the old layout and atmosphere.
The possibilities with this combination are diverse: An intimate
theater in the trailer -A cozy bar in the front of the trailer -A
stepped terrace against it of 9m x 6m ... The combination can
also be a podium of 9m X 6m.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

20:15 h

4/2 K-veewagen terras

04:00 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h
20:15 h

4/2 K-veewagen terras
4/2 K-veewagen terras
4/2 K-veewagen terras

04:00 h
04:00 h
04:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
17:00 h

4/2 K-veewagen terras
4/2 K-veewagen terras

04:00 h
04:00 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

TeaTime Company
België

www.teatime-company.com

TeaTime Company is a blend of dance and circus. Founded in 2017 our company is a combination of
3 nationalities (Irish, Belgian and Dutch), 3 disciplines (Juggling, Chinese Pole and Dance), 3 heights
(from 163-198cm) and 3 shoe sizes (from 5-15).Though very different TeaTime is connected through
the fact that we are creators, thinkers, performers, innovators, artists, explorers and tea-drinkers.

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

Stick-Stok
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
TeaTime Company is a trio featuring a juggler, a dancer and a
Chinese pole artist. In this piece we work with wooden poles
covered in neoprene and rubber (forming transportable, nonrigged Chinese poles). Each performer has their own stick
ranging in height from 1m80 to 2m20.
This is where the fun starts: they are three different people with
three different heights, cultures and disciplines. Together they
can use the sticks to discover circus disciplines in new ways.

They make life difficult for each other by pulling a stick away at
a critical moment, almost dropping it on someone’s head OR
they can help each other: making fun creatures together,
building a jungle to climb through, balancing the sticks and
theirselves. The sticks allow them to go into their own world
where a dancer, a juggler and a Chinese pole artist can play,
tease and unite together.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
17:15 h

21/4 Stick-Stok
21/4 Stick-Stok

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h
17:15 h

21/4 Stick-Stok
21/4 Stick-Stok

00:20 h
00:20 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:30 h
17:15 h

Q/2 Stick-Stok
Q/2 Stick-Stok

00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:30 h
17:15 h

Q/2 Stick-Stok
Q/2 Stick-Stok

00:20 h
00:20 h

The Carpetbag Brigade
USA

carpetbagbrigade.com

https://carpetbagbrigade.wordpress.
com/spectacle-based-drama/callings

True pioneers at the art of acrobatic stiltwalking, The Carpetbag Brigade masters a unique theatrical
language in the delicate overlap of physical theater, dance and circus. Rising with beauty, falling
with grace and conjuring ephemeral magic with the movement and action of their powerful bodies,
the performers emanate and pulse like the sea at twilight. Balancing intensely raw and precarious
physical expression with refined and sublime drama, The Carpetbag Brigade fosters a sense of
psychic intimacy, poetic dialogue, and mythic imagery indoors or outdoors and excels in a full
spectrum of venues: proscenium theaters, soccer fields, parking lots, city parks, side streets rock
concerts or black boxes.
An international group with roots in the USA The Carpetbag Brigade utilizes the spectacle based
drama form of acrobatic stilts and its vocabulary to create repertory touring performance, empower
community, engineer cross-cultural dialogue and harbor Global Stilt Congress. The Carpetbag
Brigade has been the host group for the Tsunami on the Square Festival, been in residence at
Universal Forum of the Cultures in Monterrey, Mexico; organized the Bi Cultural Road Show with
support from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation and toured
three repertory works around the globe.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Callings
0:50 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
If the ocean were ill, how would she weep?
“Callings" is a poetic homage to the sirens of the sea. Inspired
by the challenge of climate change it speaks in transformational
metaphors using the craft of acrobatic stiltwalking. The ghost of
a sea captain and the primal siren of the sea confront the
sailors of commerce, seducing them into the awakening that the
sea is alive. The ocean is a living being.

“Callings” is an acrobatic stilt spectacle 50 minutes in length
living in the world between theater, dance and circus. It can be
presented in diverse venues proscenium style on stage or open
air in the round on the street. Carpetbag Brigade's pioneering
stiltacrobatics are deftly woven with dance and physical theater
in a performance inspired by the challenge of climate change.

normal program
day
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

21:45 h

5/1 Callings

00:50 h

21:45 h

5/1 Callings

00:50 h

14/04/2019

17:45 h

5/1 Callings

00:50 h

rain program
date

Friday

12/04/2019

Sunday

duration

13/04/2019

day

Saturday

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:45 h

A/2 Callings

00:50 h

21:45 h

A/2 Callings

00:50 h

17:45 h

A/2 Callings

00:50 h

13/04/2019

14/04/2019

Theater van de Droom
Nederland

www.theatervandedroom.nl

Jeroen and Laura Boerwinkel make with their Theater of Dreams, Performances|Streettheater|Walkacts.
By using unique handmade masks, puppets, requisites and beautiful costumes, there is always that
recognizable "Theater of Dreams" atmosphere ...! During their Acts and Performances they combine
FigureTheatre with Mime, Masks, Marionettes and other Puppetry techniques.
With this visual form of theatre they have developed a multidisciplinary way of theater making. This
allows them to work in very different locations and reach the widest possible audience.
They perform for example during (Street)TheaterFestivals, Theatres, Puppettheatres, Markets, (Art)
Fairs, Medieval Events, Harbor days, Christmas Markets, etc ...

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Figurenkast
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
An antique black cabinet. A birdman appears and fromsmall
hatches and openings he sees strange things moving... then he
opens the two large doors of tgis cabinet and the magic play
begins: inexplicable dream images with beautifully made
puppets and objets, accompanied by atmospheric music. A
performance for young and old and especially suitable for an
outdoor or indoor location at various (street)festivals.

De Dubbelgangers
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
From the distant Middle Ages "De Dubbelgangers" (The
Doubles) walk around in their Commedia dell 'Arte suits,
ending in a marvelous unification in a big frame!
Mysterious and fascinating mask performance.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

14/1 De Dubbelgangers
13/1 Figurenkast
13/1 Figurenkast

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

14/1 De Dubbelgangers
13/1 Figurenkast
13/1 Figurenkast

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

K/1 De Dubbelgangers
N/2 Figurenkast
N/2 Figurenkast

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
18:30 h

K/1 De Dubbelgangers
N/2 Figurenkast
N/2 Figurenkast

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Tim Davies Design
UK

www.timdaviesdesign.com

Artistic Director Tim Davies is a sculptor and innovative engineer with a passion for large-scale,
kinetic creations and high impact spectacles. Tim has designed and built a stunning array of largescale puppets for prestigious outdoor events: from multi-award winning shows in the Spanish
carnival scene, to the innovative Arachnobot which is now globally renowned, having performed to
crowds of hundreds of thousands of people in four different continents. With a keen talent for
marrying strength and structure with movement and fluidity, Tim has energetically embraced an
eclectic range of commissions for London’s leading theatre companies. He creates sets and
apparatus, working closely and intuitively with circus acts, aerialists, physical performers and
dancers. He has an impressive list of British and international clients including Insomniac Inc (USA),
ITV (UK), Innovator Festival (Abu Dhabi), Threesixty Entertainment (USA), Ockhams Razor (UK),
Neighbourhood Watch Stilt-walking International (UK), Talents and Productions (Monaco), P2BK
2014 (Kuwait), DM Pranks (Italy), Turtle Key Arts (UK), Folded Feather (UK), Arx (Finland), Mish Mash
Management (UK), Sideways Arts (UK), Oldham City Council, Arts Base (UK).
Media appearances include the Discovery Channel, Fox News, Huck Magazine, Wired Magazine, La
Nueva Espana, and Kuwaiti TV.

semi-professioneel /
semi-professional /
demi-professionnel

Ocho the Octopus
0:30 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A ground breaking, inflatable octopus, with 8 independently
articulated legs able to curl and sway in a lifelike fashion for
walkabout performances. Ocho is huge - 4m high and 7m wide maximising the immediate wow-impact on spectators. At the
same time, its delicate control mechanism enables the puppet
to build spontaneous rapport with its audience. Lightweight and
easy to manoeuvre by a single puppeteer, it is nimble and
responsive to those it meets.

With soft skin it is tactile and safe for close contact with adults
and children. Ocho is also fitted with LED lights for stunning
illuminated performances at night and in the winter.
Ocho is a walkabout act capable of engaging large audiences
as it moves around the performance space. Ocho works well in
pedestrian areas and streets but can also perform on stage or
as part of a procession.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:15 h
22:45 h

5/1 Ocho the Octopus
5/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

17:15 h
21:15 h
22:45 h

5/1 Ocho the Octopus
5/1 Ocho the Octopus
5/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:45 h
17:15 h
19:00 h

14/1 Ocho the Octopus
5/1 Ocho the Octopus
5/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

21:15 h
22:45 h

D/1 Ocho the Octopus
D/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h

17:15 h
21:15 h
22:45 h

D/1 Ocho the Octopus
D/1 Ocho the Octopus
D/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h
00:30 h

17:15 h
19:30 h

D/1 Ocho the Octopus
D/1 Ocho the Octopus

00:30 h
00:30 h

Tombs Creatius
Spanje

http://www.stradactiva.
com/en/tombs-creatius/

Tombs Creatius, created by Toni Tomas, thinks up, designs and builds artisan games out of wood
and entresorts for people of all ages.
TOMBS CREATIUS is a company which creates games by Toni Tomàs, craftsman and the project’s
founder. In 2000 he decided to leave the Companyia de Comediants La Baldufa, which he had
founded and where he had worked for 4 years, to begin a new project – TOMBS CREATIUS. So, for
over 10 years TOMBS CREATIUS has devised, designed and hand-made outdoor wooden games for
all ages.
In TOMBS CREATIUS they think of the streets as a place to play as they have always been a place to
socialise and have fun, and they are currently losing this function. That’s why their proposals have
filled so many public squares, streets, school playgrounds and fairs in many places.
In their trajectory over the years they have met very diverse and different members of the public of
all ages. They have all played and had fun with their games and the members of the group have been
charged with energy in each fair they have participated in. They are a company which makes games,
in constant evolution, incorporating into each new game proposal new mechanisms, new shapes, in
short, in TOMBS CREATIUS they are always thinking of the next game.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Xics del Xurrac
5:30 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Is an innovative collection born from the necessity of doing
woodwork and “Els Castells”, a popular Catalan tradition about
incredible human towers. A wooden challenge for public of all
ages that puts the principles of the “castellers” world into play:
energy, balance, prudence and courage.

Puck Cinema Caravana
2:00 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
A collaboration between Toni Tomas (creator of Tombs
Creatius) and Carles Porta (artist, graphic designer, and
director of animated film). Puck is a caravan that has been
converted into a small cinema, showing an exciting collection
of short animation auteur films. The magic of this singular
cinema stimulates a passion for animation film in an audience
of all ages.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
14:30 h
17:30 h

15/2 Xics del Xurrac
15/2 Puck Cinema Caravana
15/2 Puck Cinema Caravana

05:30 h
02:00 h
02:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
14:30 h
17:30 h

15/2 Xics del Xurrac
15/2 Puck Cinema Caravana
15/2 Puck Cinema Caravana

05:30 h
02:00 h
02:00 h

rain program

performance / show

duration

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:30 h
14:30 h
17:30 h

N/1 Xics del Xurrac
N/1 Puck Cinema Caravana
N/1 Puck Cinema Caravana

05:30 h
02:00 h
02:00 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

14:30 h
14:30 h
17:30 h

N/1 Xics del Xurrac
N/1 Puck Cinema Caravana
N/1 Puck Cinema Caravana

05:30 h
02:00 h
02:00 h

Tripotes la Compagnie
België

www.tripoteslacompagnie.com

Company Tripotes is a young Spanish collective based in Brussels. The company consists of Julio
Calero Ferre, Daniel Torralbo Perez and Gianna Sutterlet. They met at ESAC (Superior School of the
Circus Arts) and are specialized in Korean swings and acrobatics.

nieuw talent / new
talent / talent
nouveau

Encore une fois (work in progress)
0:40 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Three people come on scene. One more curious than the other,
they test the possibilities of the swing. They try to use the
maximum, both in height and on the ground. Where does their
play space end?
Soon they use ping pong balls. A simple and harmless object
that counterbalances the "machine of war" (small name given to
the swing), it became an instrument for good juggling.

All in a lively rhythm, supported by a musical creation,
orchestrated by a sampler that follows them on stage.
Accumulation, repetition, risk, control: playful danger or
perilous vulnerability? A project that wants to be autonomous,
complete and present.
Carried by 6 shoulders, reflected by 3 heads and signed by 1
collective; our energy drives the scene. Provide empathy to the
public, touch the audience. The idea is that mistakes are
allowed. Playful, but powerful.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

6/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)
6/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)

00:40 h
00:40 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
18:00 h

6/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)
6/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)

00:40 h
00:40 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

18:00 h

D/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)

00:40 h

18:00 h

D/1 Encore une fois (work in progress)

00:40 h

14/04/2019

Trukitrek
Spanje

www.trukitrek.net

The Catalan company Trukitrek has born in 1998. Its members came from different artistic
backgrounds. They joined with the idea of forming a traveling company of puppet theatre.
Trukitrek specializes in producing shows that combining gestural theatre with the world of puppetry.
The gestural theatre provides a universal type of humour, based on the interpretation of the actors.
And the puppets technique brings wealth and dynamism to the show.
The company works with different techniques of manipulating puppets, from classic puppet thread,
till direct manipulation of puppets. Notably the style "humanette", where the characters are half and
half human and puppet.
The performances of the company propose a comic staging without words, where puppets, music
and visual poetry are constant elements.
The mime as universal language and the original scenic proposal, have led the company to several
international tours. Trukitrek has performed its shows in 33 countries around the world.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Mr. Train
0:50 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
Mr. Train narrates the relationship between a stray dog and a
lonely, grouchy, somewhat standoffish old man, who lives in a
train station where no-one passes by.
From their first encounter, the old man always wanted nothing
to do with the dog, but the dog inexplicably becomes fond of
the old man, turning him into his object of affection.
Mr. Train is a tale full of irony and humour, based on a surreal
love-hate relationship. It is about a personal battle, in which the
looks and the eccentricity of situations alternate between

tenderness and humour. It is a poetic tale that speaks of
loneliness.
"Mr.Train, by Trukitrek, is a work that perfectly combines video
animation with puppets in real time, surprising audiences by
it’s impeccable and virtuous workmanship. Innovative and
inspiring, rarely do we see such refined work on stage as seen
in “Mr. Train... ...”. ( Toni Rumbau, 7th of May 2018 - Putxinel.li
Magazine)

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h

18/1 Mr. Train
18/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h
00:50 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
17:45 h

18/1 Mr. Train
18/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h
00:50 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

15:45 h

O/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h

18:00 h

O/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h

15:45 h

O/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h

18:00 h

O/1 Mr. Train

00:50 h

Trunk Puppeteers
Nederland

www.trunkpuppeteers.com

www. dereustotaal.nl

Trunk Puppeteers is a collaboration between Steven Luca and Charlotte de Lange. They
develop beautiful (street) theater acts and performances, in which they take the audience into the
magic of (textless) stories.
Steven Luca is a street theater artist by name. With 'François Blanc' he created a worldwide furore at
festivals and events, even in America. 'François Blanc' performed in TV programs in various
countries; In the Dutch TV program Popster - a competition of puppet theater players - he was
finalist. A documentary was made about the life of Steven Luca as a street theater artist, 'They call
me busker', which premiered in October 2018 during the international festival Puppet International in
Meppel.
With her theater De Vliegende Koffer, Charlotte de Lange creates original puppet theater
performances for young people. In the magazine 'The world of puppetry' she is called a very talented
contemporary player. In 2017 Charlotte was one of the nominees for the Ruth van der Steenhoven
Prize, an award from the NVP-UNIMA for talented new players.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Cathedralia
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
"We have never done it, so we think we can do it." Steven Luca
Greens and Charlotte de Lange must have thought this when
they started a piece of decor consisting of at least 4000 sugar
cubes. A sculpture for Cathedralia, the new 'short act' by Trunk
Puppeteers.
The players take the audience back to the time where fantasy
was still reality. The youngest viewers will be invited by the
players to complete the model.

Is it the little master builder who can use help at the height of
his life's work?
Cathedralia is an international act in which the images are
astonishing, moving and pleasing. Beautiful musical
compositions give the act extra allure. The snow-white decor by
Cathedralia, with subtle lighting, is very suitable for Christmas
markets, winter fairs or other events in the colder months.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
20:15 h
4/1 Cathedralia
21:45 h
4/1 Cathedralia
14:45 h
16:30 h
17:30 h

duration
00:20 h
00:20 h

4/1 Cathedralia
4/1 Cathedralia
Cathedralia

rain program

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

indoor

day

date

hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Friday

12/04/2019

20:15 h
21:45 h

E/3 Cathedralia
E/3 Cathedralia

00:20 h
00:20 h

Saturday

13/04/2019

14:45 h
16:30 h
17:30 h

E/3 Cathedralia
E/3 Cathedralia
E/3 Cathedralia

00:20 h
00:20 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

Vaya
Portugal

www.ciavaya.com

Circus company created in 2016 by Tim Belime (Portugal) & Berna Huidobro (Chile).
Together they are VAYA an explosive acrobatic duo, full of passion and harmony, artistically inspired
on Human, nature and relationships.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Tim is an acrobat and hand-to-hand base formed in ACAPA circus school Tilburg-Holland.
Berna is an actress and hand-to-hand flyer formed in Barcelona - Spain.

Atempo
0:45 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A contemporary circus show, a fun and touching performance,
full energy, humor and visual poetry.
It's a mix of impressive hand-to-hand acrobatics, dance, and
physical theatre, presenting an original vision of human
evolution and mankind.
…a dynamic, original, and sensible performance, able to reach
anyone's heart...

On Time
0:20 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
A couple awakes to live up their dreams. They face routine and
work as if they were in an acrobatic delirious game.
Man and woman face each other in the harmony of dream, the
lightness of humor, and the power of acrobatics untill they find
their connection with reality.
Living your dream and dreaming awake, on time reminds us the
beauty of loving, beliving, and flying.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

16:00 h
18:45 h

8/1 Atempo
8/1 On Time

00:45 h
00:20 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

16:00 h
18:45 h

8/1 Atempo
8/1 On Time

00:45 h
00:20 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

19:15 h

H/1 On Time

00:20 h

19:15 h

H/1 On Time

00:20 h

14/04/2019

Vloeistof
Nederland

www.vloeistof.nl

‘Vloeistof’ likes to tell things in a visual way. Unruly but still easy accessible for the public. The
company invites U to look carefully and explore the unseen movement of the body. They like to show
a known place or behavior, but from a different angle. To them, dance has to be useful!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

‘Vloeistof’ is trained in developing performances where the spectator is also a participator.
Spectators are a part of the experience and help to feed the result.

Hersenvakantie
0:35 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

‘Vloeistof’ wants to stimulate the spectator to reflect about his
relationship with the ground he lives on, by using an intriguing
dance performance. Two dancers move in sync on the floor.
Some moments the spectator has to focus on how they do it,
some moments the details delivered by the ground itself get the
attention.

Wherever they go, the spectator follows. The elements change
the view and in the same time you enjoy some pod-casts, tedtalks, music and more through a headphone. Dance, space and
text work together to make the experience complete.

normal program

outdoor

day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

hour

pitch

Saturday

13/04/2019

15:45 h
17:30 h

5/1 Hersenvakantie
5/1 Hersenvakantie

00:35 h
00:35 h

Sunday

14/04/2019

15:45 h
17:30 h

5/1 Hersenvakantie
5/1 Hersenvakantie

00:35 h
00:35 h

rain program
day

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

performance / show

duration

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Vuurkunst
België

https://www.vuurkunst.net

The Dutch artist Annemarie Schoonens presents various disciplines, including fire art.
She does not only create mobile fire shows, but also fire-artwork installations. Your park, square,
pond, church portal, reception,… She turns every place into a magical setting.
She can set everything on fire, but also knows how to turn everything it into smoke again.
The atmosphere suits perfectly for a reception, opening ceremony or closing performances.
Fire art: the experience of the fire, the shivering warmth, the smashing fire,… A magical moment, a
wonder!

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Wall of Flame
0:10 h oude act/old show/spectacle vieux
Fire art-performance Fire Letters “Wall of Flame”
Do you also want your name in Fire & Flame!?
With the “Wall of Flame” your event will get a flaming start or a
fiery break
Fire-artwork-installation with burning Fire Letters.
±8 to 10 minutes (the installation with fire flares on both sides)

de kathedralentorens
3:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau
The cathedral towers
Surprice yourself. The fire comes out of the ground or goes into
the ground. You see it single or double. The fire-mirrorcathedral village take you into a fairy-like setting. Watching
twice is necessary. The pyramids rise like cathedral towers do.
Continuous autonomous burning.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour
pitch
performance / show
21:00 h
6/1 de kathedralentorens
21:15 h
6/1 Wall of Flame
22:15 h
6/1 Wall of Flame
21:00 h
21:15 h
22:15 h

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

03:00 h
00:10 h
00:10 h

6/1 de kathedralentorens
6/1 Wall of Flame
6/1 Wall of Flame

rain program
day

duration

03:00 h
00:10 h
00:10 h

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

Zazzu & Draad Poppentheater
België

https://www.zazzu.be

DRAAD PUPPER THEATER and ZAZZU join forces to create a magical world that turns darkness in to
world of love, warmth and light. Grown from the participatory project ‘The Garden of Delights’,
supported by Paul Contryn (De Maan). With Oya, an audiovisual installation, they create a magical
colorful atmosphere in open air.

professioneel /
professional /
professionnel

Oya en de Dwaallichtjes
2:00 h nieuwe act/new show/spectacle nouveau

When the night falls and the darkness comes up, hundreds of
sparkling roses light up like a field full of fairies.
If you are lucky, you will notice wandering lights in between.
Sometimes they look like lights of the devil, sometimes they are
rather peaceful souls.

Oya and the Wandering Lights will take you into a magical
world where nothing is what it seems.
Do not whistle or run away. If you see one, just hold the person
standing next to you, give him/her a kiss or treat an unknown.

normal program
day
Friday

date
12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

outdoor
hour

pitch

date

Friday

12/04/2019

Saturday

13/04/2019

Sunday

14/04/2019

duration

21:00 h

8/1 Oya en de Dwaallichtjes

02:00 h

21:00 h

8/1 Oya en de Dwaallichtjes

02:00 h

rain program
day

performance / show

indoor
hour

pitch

performance / show

duration

